


Artists’ Books Exhibitions in the Bower Ashton Library 
showcases, UWE, Bristol, UK

Tim Hopkins / Half Pint Press
The Book of Disquiet and Imaginary Letters
1st - 30th November 2019

Tim Hopkins will be showing two bookworks: The Book of 
Disquiet by Fernando Pessoa (2017), and Imaginary Letters 
by Mary Butts (2019). 
 
The Book of Disquiet by Fernando Pessoa. 
The texts that make up The Book of Disquiet were found in a 
box in Pessoa’s room after his death in 1935. I took the form 
of bundles of manuscript and typescript fragments in no 
fixed order. It consists of the everyday thoughts of a single 
character, Bernardo Soares. The book was first published 
in Portuguese in 1982, and is now widely regarded as a 
modernist classic. 
 
This edition responds to the original’s form, or lack of form, 
by restoring disorder to The Book of Disquiet: the fragments 
are to be picked out as the reader pleases. This reflects the 
origin of the text itself and also makes possible connections 
between fragments which may be less available in a bound, 
ordered edition; Soares was prone to letting his mind 
wander during long nights in his room and the book gives 
a sense of that wandering mind. 
 

The Half Pint Press edition of The Book of Disquiet takes 
61 of the hundreds of fragments, and presents them 
unbound and with no fixed order in a hand-printed box. 
Each fragment was typeset by hand and printed by hand on 
an Adana Eight-Five tabletop letterpress in an edition of 80.
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It writes Soares’s ideas across the everyday detritus of 
a life lived, on objects as diverse as a postage stamp, a 
compliments slip, a booze label, a page of accounts and an 
internal transit envelope. Not all the objects are paper: the 
box includes a pencil, a lollipop stick and a matchbook. 
Some are beautiful, others grubbily everyday. Likewise 
the box, which is deliberately not a cloth-bound fine press 
production but instead hand-printed on a commercially-
available stitched board box. 
 
The impression is of a box of belongings, each with a value 
of some kind to the owner. Each may be kept because it’s 
beautiful, or important, or useful, or attached to a memory: 
there is a melancholy sense of sifting through the relics of a 
life lived, full of unreachable connections. 
 
This edition won the MCBA Prize in 2017. 
 
Imaginary Letters by Mary Butts (with decorations by 
Lupe Núñez)
This will be the first exhibition of a new work from the 
Half Pint Press, to be published later in 2019. 
 
Mary Butts (1890-1937) was an English modernist who 
published several novels and short stories. Imaginary 
Letters dates from 1928, and takes the form of eight letters 
addressed (by an unnamed narrator) to the imagined 
mother of Boris Polterasky, a White Russian exile living 
a bohemian life in Paris. The narrator loves Boris but it 
quickly becomes clear that Boris’s interests lie elsewhere. 

 

ISSN 1754-9086  

Tim Hopkins / Half Pint Press: Imaginary Letters by Mary Butts 
(2019)

Tim Hopkins / Half Pint Press: The Book of Disquiet by Fernando 
Pessoa (2017)
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This edition presents each letter in the novel separately, each 
set differently and printed on different stock. Illustrator 
Lupe Núñez has provided a mixture of decorations and 
“modernist marginalia”. The form of each letter helps to 
reflect the passage of time and the changing mood of the 
book as it progresses; not all are easy to read, and there is a 
feeling of someone’s notes to themselves, held keepsake-style 
for posterity. 
 
Each letter is presented in an envelope and the envelopes 
held by a ribbon into what seems to be a cloth-bound book 
(with unique endpapers by Jenn Phillips-Bacher).
 
The text of this edition was typeset by hand and printed 
using an Adana 8x5. The decorations were also printed 
using the same press (with one exception which was 
screenprinted). 

https://thehalfpintpress.wordpress.com
halfpintpress@gmail.com

Bower Ashton Library
UWE, Bristol, Kennel Lodge Road, Bristol BS3 2JT, UK. 
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/exhibitions/

Idaho Booker’s Dozen 
Exhibition Tour, USA 
Until April 2020
The Idaho Booker’s Dozen is a biennial, travelling juried 
exhibition of artists’ books featuring works from Idaho and 
around the USA, and those of international artists from 
The Netherlands and the UK. 

Curated and organised by Idaho Center For The Book at 
Boise State University, the current exhibition tour schedule 
is: Brigham Young University Idaho; November 2019: 
Mountain Home Public Library; December 2019: [open]; 
January 2020: [open; February 2020: Idaho Falls Public 
Library; March 2020-April 2020: University of Utah SLC.

Feast & Famine
Rutgers University, Newark, USA
Until 14th December 2019
Feast & Famine explores food as a social, political, and 
bodily phenomenon. The exhibition considers food as a 
commodity; the relationship between food, death, sex, 
and the abject; food’s relationship to global economics and 
geo-politics; food and its likeness as a medium for artistic 
experimentation; the food chain and the environmental 
impacts of food production; and food justice. 

Feast & Famine gathers together works in a variety of media 
from artists and artist collectives working nationally and 
internationally, at different stages in their career. With 
works by John Baldessari, Gladys Barker Grauer, Jackie 
Batey, Jennifer Bloomer, Christopher Cardinale, Maria 
Fernanda Cardoso, Morgan Carothers, Melanie Cervantes, 
Catherine Chalmers, Dustin Chang and Nicole Schulman, 
Julie Chen, Claudia Claremi, Willie Cole, Conflict Kitchen 
(Jon Rubin and Dawn Weleski), Sharon Core, B. Cortez and 
B. Riley, Renee Cox, Critical Art Ensemble, M. Gayle “Asali” 
Dickson, Emory Douglas, Dominique Duroseau, Shanthony 
Exum, Molly Fair and Jesse Goldstein, Lauren Greenfield, 
Ella Halpine, Ed Hutchins, Nina Katchadourian, Tamara 
Kostianovsky, Nicolas Lampert, Warren Lehrer, Mike Libby, 
Jen Liu, Fernando Martí, Mary Mattingly, Mazatl, Divya 
Mehra, Marilyn Minter, Mary Mortimer, non/food (Sean 
Raspet and Lucy Chinen), Taring Padi, Roger Peet, Robert 
Rauschenberg, Favianna Rodriguez, Keary Rosen, Martha 
Rosler, Erik Ruin, Christopher Russell, Seeds InService: 
A Papermaking Institute (Melissa Hilliard Potter and 
Maggie Puckett), Malik Zulu Shabazz, Lucy Sparrow, 
Meredith Stern, Jen Susman, Swoon, Wayne Thiebaud, 
Chris Thorson, virocode (Peter D’Auria and Andrea 
Mancuso), Robert Watts, Emma Wilcox, Joe Wirtheim.

Paul Robeson Galleries 
Express Newark, Rutgers University – Newark
54 Halsey Street, Newark, NJ 07102, USA
https://artgallery.newark.rutgers.edu/exhibitions/feast-
famine/

Battered, Jackie Batey, 2009
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Bound and Unbound V
University of South Dakota, USA
Until 3rd January 2020
The Art and Exhibits Committee, University Libraries, 
at the University of South Dakota, are pleased to announce 
that Irmari Nacht’s “books124NatureNurtured3” and 
“books131NatureNurtured10” have been selected for 
inclusion in Bound and Unbound V. This altered book 
exhibition will be shown until 3rd January 2020.

“The pieces chosen for Bound and Unbound V represent 
a variety of artistic responses to books. Some artists are 
engaging with the specific content of a particular book 
or author, while others are working with the general 
notion of books as repositories of knowledge, narrative, or 
institutional bias. Each piece asks you to engage with books 
in new ways: to read the book visually and apply new layers 
of content to original text.”  Artists from Argentina, Canada, 
the United Kingdom, and the United States are represented; 
29 artists representing 41 works were juried into the show.

Irmari Nacht’s art is in several corporate and public 
collections: AT&T, PSE&G, ADP, Newark Museum, 
International Museum of Collage, Bowdoin College, 
Jimmy Carter Museum, Cleveland Institute of Art, Rutgers 
University, Yuko Nii Foundation, Lafayette College, and 
Yale Art Museum. She exhibits internationally, as well as 
nationally, and received two NJ State Council on the Arts 
Fellowships in Sculpture. She received a second Puffin 
Foundation Grant for Who Am I? an interactive project 
where the viewer becomes part of the artwork. 
She recently received an award as a Visual Arts Winner of 
the 2018 World Citizen Artists Compete for Peace - Not 
War Competition.

Nacht’s work, from her Nature Nurtured series, contain 
books that were left out to the elements for over a year. 
She explained, “Before they dried, I manipulated some of 
the pages to form a more pleasing configuration...then the 
sun took over and dried them into their present shape.  
Xenophanes in 580 BC said, ‘All things come from earth; 
all things end by becoming earth.’ My recycled books call 
attention to this continuing cycle of life.”

“I have always been interested in recycling; taking 
something that retains its past, but lives again in a totally 
new form. We are all affected by changes in the environment 

and are beginning to realize the need to recycle to protect 
our future. I hope my work will increase awareness of 
these changes and will get people thinking about recycling, 
reusing, and repurposing.”

University Libraries
University of South Dakota, 414 East Clark Street
Vermillion, SD 57069, USA. Tel: 605-658-3381
irmari@irmari.com  |  http://irmari.com/Home.html

JACQUELINE DE JONG & THE SITUATIONIST TIMES 
These Are Situationist Times
Museum Jorn, Silkeborg, Denmark 
Until 1st December 2019
‘These are Situationist Times’ is a collaboration between 
the Norwegian publisher Torpedo Press, Malmö Konsthall, 
and Museum Jorn. The exhibition is curated around one 
of the most remarkable artist-driven journals of the 1960s, 
The Situationist Times, published during the period 1962–
1967. The journal was published by Asger Jorn’s former 
girlfriend, the Dutch artist Jacqueline de Jong, and sprang 
from the international avant-garde movement International 
Situationists co-founded by Jorn. 

The multi-lingual and playful journal distinguished 
itself from the French-language and rather theoretical 
counterpart Internationale situationniste – and The 
Situationist Times also documented the movement’s 
close link with Scandinavia. The journal content, based 
on an abundance of Scandinavian cultural material, was 
almost exclusively produced in Denmark. In radically 
experimental ways, Scandinavian cultural history was linked 
to international contemporary culture: Scandinavian rock 
carvings, baptismal fonts, mangling boards, and fresco 
paintings were presented next to avant-garde manifestos 
and mathematical exhibitions. The Situationist Times 
foreshadowed what is now known as artistic research, 
shaping, for today’s world, a highly relevant model for 
mobilising culture-historical material in a contemporary 
context with an eye for cultural diversity and change rather 
than a construction of national traditions. 

The exhibition project seeks to present recent and broad-
based knowledge about The Situationist Times. Conceived 
in close association with Jacqueline de Jong and the 
Norwegian art historian Ellef Prestæter, the project features 
three main components: 1. Exhibitions in Norway, Sweden, 
and Denmark, 2. Digitalisation via the Internet platform 
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E-Flux, and 3. A printed publication. The exhibition receives 
generous support from Nordisk Kulturfond. 

Museum Jorn, Gudenåvej 7-9, DK 8600 Silkeborg, 
Denmark. https://www.museumjorn.dk

Hans Waanders at Glasgow School of Art Library, UK
Our latest David Bellingham-curated display on Level 1 of 
the Library is on Dutch artist Hans Waanders (1951-2001). 
Waanders often co-opted and subverted the ‘scientific’ 
techniques of etymology, classification, archiving, and 
comparative biology. This display features Waanders’ artists’ 
books, along with a number of his prints. The display 
includes some prints loaned by Peter Foolen.

Library, Glasgow School of Art
164 Renfrew Street, Glasgow G3 6RF, UK.

Exhibitions at the Huis van het boek | Museum 
Meermanno, The Hague, The Netherlands:

From lead to LED
‘From lead to LED’ is a permanent display concerning 
the development of the book from 1850 to the present, 
displaying a changing selection of highlights from the 
Museum’s collection of modern international books.

Miniature library ‘Bibliotheca Thurkowiana Minor’ 
Until 31st December 2019
On the second floor of the museum visitors can view the 
‘Bibliotheca Thurkowiana Minor’, a miniature library with 

1515 tiny books by Guus Thurkow (1942-2011) which was 
acquired by the museum in 2012. Museum Meermanno 
in The Hague is the oldest book museum in the world and 
located centrally on The Hague’s stately Prinsessegracht, 
presents a very special collection, from medieval 
manuscripts to modern book design. 

‘Foute boeken? (‘Wrong books?’)
Until 1st March 2020
Huis van het boek presents the exhibition ‘Wrong books?’ 
From 20 October 2019 to 1 March 2020. The exhibition is 
about books that are no longer desirable due to a changed 
spirit of the times and advancing insights. From children’s 
books to literature. There is also attention for political 
propaganda through the Second World War, often through 
children’s books. They are usually books that have been 
distributed in enormous numbers and that have deliberately 
and unconsciously determined ideas about fellow human 
beings in society. These “wrong” books touch on sometimes 
surprisingly current themes, such as racism, sexism and 
anti-Semitism.

Huis van het boek | Museum Meermanno  
Prinsessegracht 30 2514 AP Den Haag, The Netherlands.
https://www.meermanno.nl 

Kurt Johannessen - Om lag 100 bøker 1984-2019 
(about 100 books)
Galeri Sølvberget, Stavanger, Norway
Until 10th November 2019 
Kurt Johannessen (1960) is one of the doyens of Norwegian 
performance art. By 2019 he has published around 100 
books through his own publishing company and in this 
exhibition the books are the pivotal focus. Some are 
collections of texts, some are picture books and some 
have both. 

Amongst the publications are also a jigsaw puzzle and a 
small number of signed and numbered books. Several of the 
books relate to other works such as drawing, printmaking 
and performance art which will also be on display at the 
exhibition. The book series Om noko (About something) 
which he started in 2011/13 comprises 19 volumes to date. 
All the books contain separate performance lectures, some 
of which he will show in connection with the exhibition in 
addition to readings and presentations of other books.

Galeri Sølvberget, Sølvberggata 2, 4006 Stavanger, Norway. 
https://www.sølvberget.no/Arrangementer/Soelvberget-
galleri
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All Stitched Up 
An international juried book arts exhibition 
Collins Memorial Library University of Puget Sound, 
Tacoma, WA, USA
Until 11th December 2019 
All Stitched Up recognises and celebrates the work of book 
artists, where stitching has become an integral part of the 
visual design. The call for this exhibition encouraged artists 
to reflect upon the act of stitching. As stated in the call 
for this exhibition: To stitch is to join together, to mend, 
or fasten as with stitches – to sew. To stitch is to bring 
together fabric, paper, wounds of the body, or cultural 
divides. Stitching can be an act of healing, hope, practicality, 
creativity, and revolution.

The books in this exhibition address these ideas and more. 
Included in the exhibit are books from Ohio, Colorado, 
Minnesota, Texas, California, Washington, Oregon, New 
Mexico, Virginia, Utah, New jersey, Iowa, Michigan, New 
York as well as Canada, Great Britain, The Netherlands, 
Mexico and Germany.

We recognise the many artists in this exhibit and thank 
them for their support of this unique exhibition.
Curators: Catherine Alice Michaelis, Jane A. Carlin, and 
Diana Weymar.

Collins Memorial Library
1500 N. Warner St. #1021, Tacoma, WA 98416, USA.
https://www.pugetsound.edu/academics/academic-
resources/collins-memorial-library/

Sense Sound/Sound Sense: Fluxus Music, Scores & Records 
in the Luigi Bonotto Collection
Whitechapel Gallery, London, UK
Until 2nd February 2020
From the snap of biting a carrot to the screech of 
dismantling a piano, this display explores the interest in 
music and sound amongst artists of the Fluxus movement.  
Featuring works by artists central to the Fluxus movement 
including John Cage (1912 - 1992), Philip Corner (b. 1933), 

Dick Higgins (1938 - 1998), Alison Knowles (b. 1933), 
George Maciunas (1931 - 1978), George Brecht (1924 – 
2008), and Yoko Ono (b. 1933), it presents for the first time 
in the UK scores, records, performance documentation and 
objects from the Luigi Bonotto Collection.

The Fluxus movement emerged in the 1960s as an 
international network of artists, musicians and performers 
who staged experimental happenings using everyday 
materials in a subversive way. They shared an attitude to 
creativity that was anti-academic, quotidian and open to all. 
Profoundly influencing the nature of art production since 
the 1960s, the movement continues to resonate today.

Established in the early 1970s, the Luigi Bonotto 
Collection is the largest collection of Fluxus documents 
in Italy. Containing over 15,000 works, it stems from 
the connections made by textile merchant and patron 
Luigi Bonotto with Fluxus artists, who often created 
works exclusively for him, or gave him their works and 
documentation directly.  Focusing primarily on 1960s and 
1970s Fluxus happenings, this archive display includes 
150 objects ranging from LPs to ephemera, artworks and 
musical scores.

Fluxus scores intended to provide direct actions for 
viewers /participants which were open to interpretation 
and invited them to contribute to the works performed. 
Works on display include Carrot Chew Performance 
(1964) with instructions from Philip Corner for eating a 
carrot, transforming this every day activity into a musical 
composition. Material relating to Corner’s Piano Activities 
(1962) is also on show. In a free interpretation of this score, 
artists destroyed a grand piano during one of the first Fluxus 
concerts.

Fluxus’ artists approach to music scores was equally radical: 
breaking free from traditional sheet music, they devised 
notational systems based on graphics, poetry and the visual 
arts. Experimentation with musical notation is evident in 
Dick Higgins’ seminal The Thousand Symphonies (1968). For 
this work Higgins arranged for fellow Fluxus artists to fire a 
machine gun at sheets of orchestral music paper, 
and devised instructions for an ensemble to interpret the 
holes produced.

Gallery 4. Free entry. Opening times: Tuesday - Sunday, 
11am - 6pm; Thursdays, 11am - 9pm
Whitechapel Gallery, 77 - 82 Whitechapel High Street, 
London E1 7QX, UK. Nearest Underground Stations: 
Aldgate East, Liverpool Street, Tower Gateway DLR.
https://www.whitechapelgallery.org

Exhibitions at the Center for Book Arts, New York, USA:

Walt Whitman’s Words: Inspiring Artists Today
Until 14th December 2019
Curated by Deirdre Lawrence. 2019 is the 200th birthday 
year of Walt Whitman (1819-1892), who is known today 
as one of the most influential poets of the nineteenth 
century. In addition to his work as a poet, Whitman is 
also remembered as a book designer and printer, essayist 



and journalist. Calling himself “the Bard of Democracy”, 
Whitman broke the mould in his prolific writings calling for 
equality, inclusivity and a more humanist world for all 
to live in.

The Center for Book Arts is marking this bi-centennial 
by looking at how Whitman’s writings have influenced 
contemporary artists working in the book arts. 
Walt Whitman’s Words: Inspiring Artists Today follows 
several themes Whitman focused on in his writings, 
providing the connective tissue that links these works 
together. Geography, history, identity and immigration are 
a few themes that emerge from the works of art on view. 
Whitman’s fascination with Ancient Egypt, photography as a 
branding tool, and his notion of the world as he imagined it 
are all evident in the art on view. These diverse objects range 
from books, drawings, photographs, sketches, broadsides 
and a scroll.

Artists Include: Isabel Baraona, Sasha Chavchavadze, 
Allen Crawford, Marianne Dages, Brian Dettmer, Daphne 
Fitzpatrick, Evelyn Eller, Anne Gilman, Donald Glaister, 
Sam Gordon, Barbara Henry, Meg Hitchcock, Timothy Hull 
and Paul Mpagi Sepuya, Sam Ita, Stefan Killen, Richard 
Kostelanetz, Karen Kunc, Sophia Le Fraga, Angela Lorenz, 
Russell Maret, Barry McCallion, Mark McMurray, Susan 
Newmark, Ilse Schreiber-Noll, Brian Selznick, Clarissa 
Sligh, Peter Spagnuolo, Elizabeth Tonnard, Walt Whitman, 
Rutherford Witthus, Marilyn Zornado.

Whitman Exhibition Events:
Free Workshop on Whitman’s Letterpress Printing 
Techniques: 4th November, 6:30pm
https://centerforbookarts.org/event/exhibition-walt-
whitmans-words-inspiring-artists-today/

2019 Faculty Fellow Exhibition: Clarissa Sligh 
Until 14th December 2019
Clarissa Sligh is a visual artist, lecturer, and essayist. Her 
photo-text images, artists’ books and installations have been 
exhibited in museums and Book Arts Centres across the 
United States. 

For over 30 years, Sligh has woven together the cultural, 
historical, personal and political to explore concepts of 

memory and transmutation, and perceptions of boundaries 
and identity: themes that have roots in her own experiences. 
She is known for her photographic series, artists’ books and 
text-based installations to explore constructions of history, 
identities, transformation and change.

During her Faculty Fellowship, Sligh will exhibit a series 
of past works in the Print Shop Gallery, participate in an 
Artist Talk in conversation with Deirdre Lawrence on 7th 
November at 6.30pm, and will lead a Master Class on 8th 
November.
https://centerforbookarts.org/event/2019-faculty-fellow-
exhibition-clarissa-sligh/

The Traveling Artist: Journals by Lydia Rubio
Until 14th December 2019
This exhibition features artistic documentation of artist 
Lydia Rubio’s travel narratives across linguistic and 
geographic landscapes. The works record the artist’s 
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As I Ebb’d With The Ocean Of Life – a woven book (2015), 
Barry McCallion

Clarissa Sligh, Self-Portrait, Red Crown Crane, 2007  

Lydia Rubio, Travel Journals
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experiences across a variation of calligraphic, drawing and 
poetic compositions. This exhibition includes multiple series 
of work including The Genius Loci Book, Journal of a Trip to 
the Island, and Travel Journals.

Travel Journals are a result of an early appreciation for 
words and calligraphy. In the 1980’s, her practice began 
to incorporate her fascination with to poets, the act of 
drawing, the life behind lines and gestures, and the sensual 
qualities of paper into the medium of the artist’s book. 
For Rubio, these books are the field where a free stream of 
thoughts meets the planner of strategist.
https://centerforbookarts.org/event/lydia-rubio-travel-
journals/

Center for Book Arts
28 West 27th Street, 3rd Floor. New York, NY 10001, USA. 
https://centerforbookarts.org 

Strange Days: Dada, Surrealism, and the Book
Reva and David Logan Gallery of Illustrated Books
Legion of Honor
Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco, USA
Until 10th November 2019
Poets and artists founded the Dada movement in 1916 
in response to the horrors of World War I, holding up a 
mirror of absurdity to reflect the hyper-rationality of the 
society they deemed responsible. In 1924, André Breton, 
feeling that the nihilism of Dada was a dead end, announced 
the birth of a new movement in his Surrealist Manifesto, 
merging the transgressive spirit of Dadaism with Freudian 
theories of the primacy of dreams and the unconscious.

Dadaists and Surrealists found in the book form a natural 
platform for cross-disciplinary collaboration. In their hands 
the artist’s book became a powerful, synergistic medium, 
designed to shock its audience into a new perception of 
the world. Drawn mainly from the Reva and David Logan 
Collection of Illustrated Books, this exhibition demonstrates 
the influence and staying power of the radical vision of 
a generation that came of age in the crucible of war and
its aftermath. 

Artists and poets in the exhibition include Hans Arp, 
Tristan Tzara, Kurt Schwitters, Pablo Picasso, André Breton, 

Max Ernst, Man Ray, Paul Éluard, Joan Miró, Salvador Dali, 
Louise Bourgeois, George Hugnet, Marcel Duchamp, 
and others.

Review: https://themagazineantiques.com/article/dadas-
and-surrealisms-poetic-roots-at-the-legion-of-honor-in-
san-francisco/

See also - La Prose, a media-rich website devoted to the 
iconic artist’s book La Prose du Transsibérien et de la petit 
Jehanne de France, by Blaise Cendrars and Sonia Delaunay: 
https://insights.famsf.org/la-prose/

Reva and David Logan Collection of Illustrated Books
Achenbach Foundation for Graphic Arts
Legion of Honor, 100 34th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94121, USA.
https://legionofhonor.famsf.org

Word | Image | Object
An international juried exhibition of contemporary artist’s 
book works
Denver Public Library, USA
Until December 2019
Curated by Abecedarian Artists’ Books with the Special 
Collections team at Denver Public Library for an exhibition 
in the Gates Reading Room Gallery. Word | Image | Object 
is an international exhibition of artists’ bookworks that 
present a balance of word and image presented in a book 
or book-like form. Denver Public Library is selecting 
work from the exhibition to add to the Douglas Fine Print 
Collection.

Denver Public Library, 10 W 14th Ave Pkwy, Denver, CO 
80204, USA. https://www.denverlibrary.org

An online catalogue of works in the exhibition can be 
viewed at: http://abecedariangallery.com/store/product-
category/exhibits/word-image-object/

Philippe Clerc OX revue mensuelle & Christian Lebrat, 
Jochen Lempert, Eric Watier
Centre des livres d’artistes (cdla), France
Until 22nd January 2020
1 place Attane F – 87500 Saint-Yrieix-la-Perche, France.
http://cdla.info/en
http://lecdla.wordpress.com
Tel: + 33 (0) 5 55 75 70 30. Open Wednesday to Saturday 
from 11.00 to 13.00 and 14.00 to 18.30 except public 
holidays. Free entry

About Books - An Exhibition of Book-Related Art As 
Inspired by a Book (or Books)
Brighton & Faneuil Branches, Boston Public Library, USA
Saturday 9th November 2019 - Saturday 11th January 2020 
Beyond the Book presents About Books, an exhibition of 
book-related art and artists’ books about books.
The exhibition will be held at both Brighton and Faneuil 
Branches, Boston Public Library.

Max Ernst, Untitled, from vol. 3 of the book Une semaine de bonté 
ou les sept éléments capitaux (A Week of Kindness or the Seven 
Deadly Elements), Paris, 1934.
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Opening Reception: Saturday 9th November, 11.30am - 
1.30pm at the Faneuil Branch, Boston Public Library, Oak 
Square, Brighton.
 
Faneuil Branch and Brighton Branch, Boston Public Library, 
hours/directions can be found at http://www.bpl.org/
https://www.facebook.com/brightonbeyondthebook

Bookworks
Tufts University Art Galleries
Aidekman Arts Center, Medford, USA
Until 15th December 2019
From James R. Kelly, W.E.B. Du Bois Library, University 
of Massachusetts: Bookworks presents a wide-ranging 
exploration of the practice of artist-made books, drawing 
on the contemporary artists’ books and special collections 
at Tufts University. Featuring over eighty objects, the 
exhibition considers book making as a distinctive art form 
that questions the structure, function, and value of printed 
matter, and has found new footing in the digitally marked 
twenty-first century. The selected works highlight key 
projects from the 1960s to now and feature examples of 
medieval and early modern material as well. Through four 
main themes - materiality, sequencing, communication, and 
gathering - Bookworks traces an arc from the singular book-
object to the form as a collective space.

A play on the term artworks, Bookworks borrows its title 
from Ulises Carrión (1941–1989), a champion of the book 
as an artwork in and of itself, rather than merely a vehicle 
for text. In his 1975 manifesto, The New Art of Making 
Books, Carrión argued for an expanded understanding of 
the form’s capacity - like a film or painting - to provide a 
unique visual and material experience. Today, as screens 
become the primary mode of communication for much of 
the world, the physicality and pacing of a book - embodied 
by the simple gesture of turning a page - offers a familiar 
but increasingly urgent alternative to the relentless speed of 
swiping and scrolling through information available online.

Bookworks is organised by Dina Deitsch, Director and 
Chief Curator, with Chiara Pidatella, Research Curator, and 
Graduate Fellows Emily Chun, AG20, and Kevin Vogelaar, 
AG20. Special thanks to Darin Murphy, Head of the W. Van 
Alan Clark, Jr. Library at the School of the Museum of Fine 
Arts (SMFA) at Tufts, and Christopher Barbour, Curator of 
Rare Books and Humanities Collections Librarian, at Tisch 
Library.

Featuring work by Sonia Almeida, Jen Bervin, Laura 
Blacklow, Carolina Caycedo, Paul Chan, Julie Chen, Eric 
Doeringer, John Gonzalez, Marisa Jahn, Steffani Jemison 
and Jamal Cyrus, Angela Lorenz, LTTR, Heidi Neilson, 
Dieter Roth, Klaus Scherübel, Dayanita Singh, and Chantal 
Zakari + Mike Mandel, among others.

Public Programmes - Open Book - Wednesdays 12:15pm
Much of the work on view in Bookworks is designed to 
be held, flipped through, read, and discussed. Join us 
each Wednesday at 12:15 - Tufts’ Open Block Period - for 
lunchtime activations of the artists’ books on view, faculty 
lectures, and performances.

Tisch and Koppelman Galleries
Tufts University Art Galleries, Aidekman Arts Center
40 Talbots Ave. Medford, MA  02155, USA.
https://artgalleries.tufts.edu

Sara MacKillop - Returns and Renewals
PEER & Shoreditch Library, London, UK
Until 21st December 2019
From Leonie Bradley: British artist Sara MacKillop has a 
practice that is immersed in the world of paper, pens, print 
and all thetrappings and ephemera of the printing and 
stationery industries. Her dual-site exhibition, Returns and 
Renewals, is on show atboth PEER until 21st December and 
at Shoreditch Library (across the street from PEER) until 1st 
February. The show launches an ambitious new initiative, 
PEER in the Library, a year-long series of exhibitions, events 
andworkshops that invites artists and artist collectives to 
create work that focuses on the spoken and written work in 
a variety ofmedia.

MacKillop’s approach is intentionally to misunderstand the 
commonplace objects in her sphere and instead view them 
through theart historical lens of minimalism and its use of 
saturated colour and repetition. In this way the work deftly 
balances literalnarrative with abstraction.

For PEER, MacKillop is making an installation that 
occupies the clean lines of the gallery’s architecture 
with characteristicallyelegant restraint. The installation, 
initially viewed from the street outside through the 
large plate glass windows is semi-obscuredby the gallery 
blinds, and the audience’s gaze is directed through glass 
awareness stickers that continue into the gallery. Inside, 
MacKillop creates an installation comprising Ikea furniture, 
artist’s books and smaller sculptural objects created 
from commercialreadymades and office ephemera. The 
installation at Shoreditch Library features sculptural work 
assembled using repatriatedlibrary trolleys and furniture 
currently in use. Swathes of wrapping paper, dispensed from 
large rolls is hung as a kind ofarchitectural drapery, while 

Sara MacKillop, Glass Awareness (detail), 2019
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a range of smaller objects crafted from paper continues the 
artist’s exploration the book as sculptural object.

‘My process usually starts by noticing an image or object 
in an everyday environment and becoming engaged with 
it, seeing itagain, how it’s used or displayed. I retain an 
openness to the endpoint so finding the final form of the 
work becomes part of theprocess itself.’ – Sara MacKillop

MacKillop has an MA in Painting from the Royal College 
of Art, London. She has exhibited extensively throughout 
the UK, Europeand the US. Selected solo shows include: 
Bonnington Gallery, Nottingham (2017), Haus der Kunst, 
Munich (2016), KunsthalCharlottenborg, Copenhagen 
(2013); Spike Island, Bristol (2011); White Columns, New 
York (2011). Selected group showsinclude Book-Work-
Book, ICA Milan (2019), Serralves Museum, Porto (2016); 
Hayward Gallery Touring UK venues (2016);Westfälischer 
Kunstverein, Münster (214). She lives and works in London.

PEER in the Libraryis an ambitious new series of 
exhibitions, participatory projects and other events that 
invites artists and artistcollectives to create and exhibit 
high quality artwork for Shoreditch Library. Sitting across 
and providing a link between PEER’sexisting exhibitions 
and local programmes, the project aims to increase 
both organisations’ reach, diversify audiences, engage 
localcommunities, promote visual art in contexts outside of 
the gallery and present exceptional art as part of daily life.

PEER, 97-99 Hoxton Street, London N1 6QL, UK.
Shoreditch Library, 80 Hoxton Street, London N1 6LP, UK.
http://www.peeruk.org/returns-and-renewals

Juntao First National Book Art Exhibition
Qian Juntao Art Research Museum, Xu Bangda Art 
Museum & Zhang Zongxiangao Museum, Haining, China 
Until 20th November 2019
From Buzz Spector: The Juntao First National Book Art 
Exhibition will be held in the Qian Juntao Art Research 
Museum, Haining, China, from 20 October to 20 November 
2019. The exhibition is sponsored by the Illustration and 
Binding Arts Committee of the Chinese Artists Association, 
the Haining Municipal People’s Government, the Haining 
Federation of Literature and Arts, and the Qian Juntao Art 
Research Museum. 

The three-part exhibition includes a collecting show of 
book arts and binding by Chinese artists; an invitational 
exhibit of artists’ books and book objects by Doug Beube, 
Inge Bruggeman, Robbin Ami Silverberg, and Buzz Spector; 
and a collaboration of scholars from Pejing University 
and students from Central Academy of Fine Arts, Beijing, 
Ningbo University, and Guangzhou Academy of Fine arts. 
Students from these three schools have made books on 
various themes of scholars’ books, including sociology, 
literature, Bible studies, film studies, law, Taoism, and other 
bodies of knowledge. 

The collecting show is staged in the Qian Juntao Art 
Research Museum, the invitational exhibit is in the Xu 
Bangda Art Museum, and the thematic exhibition occupies 
the Zhang Zongxiangao Museum. The three venues are 
close by each other. 

In addition to the work of the four invited artists, Buzz 
Spector and Njara Stout have loaned more than 100 artists’ 
books and book objects from their personal collection, 
offering an international selection of items from the 1970s 
to the present moment. The opening in October included 
the four invited artists speaking at a symposium in 
conjunction with the exhibition.

Somewhere In-Between
Brixton Tate Library, London, UK
5th - 30th November 2019
Closing day events on Saturday 30th November
Somewhere In-Between is an exhibition of 50 books and 48 
artworks curated by the artist Foster Spragge. Presented as a 
series of visual ‘clues’ Somewhere In-Between reveals an
ever-expanding network of associations that stem from 
books. The installation brings together responses from 
librarians, artists, film-makers, poets, composers, teachers,
architects, and others.

Xu Bangda Art Museum. Photo: Buzz Spector

Xu Bangda Art Museum. Photo: Buzz Spector
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Somewhere In-Between was inspired by a chance meeting 
between Foster Spragge and Gustav Metzger in Bethnal 
Green Library in 2007, where Foster was working on the
installation Ticket Cylinder. Metzger suggested that Foster 
should visit Westminster Reference Library where he had 
left a Rizla paper inserted into a copy of the art magazine
Studio International, referring to an article about the work 
of Bridget Riley which he felt carried associations to Foster’s 
own work.

The copy of Studio International was used as a catalyst for 
the current exhibition. Foster initially invited librarians in 
over 40 libraries to suggest a book chosen in response to a
previously selected book, provoking a chain reaction of 
associations. Having assembled 50 publications through the 
process the artist then invited a range of creative individuals 
to make visual works in response to the books.

Responders were given details of what came before and 
what came after but had to create a fresh visual link without 
the knowledge of the actual book their work referred to. 
Facsimile copies of the books and artworks are mounted 
alongside the originals – in an invitation to the audience of 
Somewhere In-Between, to re-arrange the connections and 
create new associations.

Brixton Tate Library, Brixton Oval, London SW2 1JQ, UK.
(4-minutes walk from Brixton Underground)
Opening times: Tuesday–Friday 10–6, Saturday 9–5,
Sunday 12–5, Monday 1–8 (subject to Library events)

For further information see: https://www.fosterspragge.com 
or contact Rosella Black: rblack@lambeth.gov.uk
Tel: 020 7926 1661

A Pollock’s Gallimaufry 
Pollock’s Toy Museum, London, UK 
Pollock’s Toy Museum is a museum and small toy shop 
housed in two atmospheric historic buildings in London’s 
Fitzrovia. The exhibition A Pollock’s Gallimaufry is of works 
by artists made in response to the collection.
Opening event Thursday 7th November 6-8pm. 

From Daniel Lehan: Several of my toy bagatelles are 
included in the exhibition A Pollock’s Gallimaufry – the 
opening of which takes place on Thursday 7th November. 
During the opening I will read stories from a booklet titled 
Mr Pollock’s Cut-Outs – an edition of 54 copies – made 
for the exhibition. The stories were written by cutting out 
words and phrases from the guide book to the Pollock Toy 
Museum and using ONLY these to invent new stories. 

1 Scala Street, London W1T 2HL, UK. 
http://www.pollockstoys.com

Zdanevich Here and Now: Synthetic Art Project on the 
Crossroads of History, Literature, Art and the Artist’s Book 
Moscow Museum of Modern Art, Russia
2nd December 2019 - 2nd February 2020
Organisers: AVC Charity Foundation, 
Curators: Vasily Vlasov, Mikhail Pogarsky
Ilia Zdanevich (ILIAZD) was one of the most creative and 
brilliant publishers of the 20th century. In all of his editorial 
projects, he equally acted as a true book artist. In fact, he 
was always a real co-author of the artists he invited for his 
releases. In one of his early reports Zdanevich said: “We 
stand on the ultimate cape of centuries. Why look back if 
now the time has come for breaking the mysterious gates 
of the impossible? Time and space expired yesterday. We 
live in the unconditional; we have all but created the eternal 
pace of omnipresence.” In this project we seek to penetrate 
the mysterious fabric of ‘omnipresence’; we initiate a 
productive dialogue with the best artists and poets of the 
previous century, creating the synthesis of times and places, 
thus sort of replicating the cultural code. In our display, we 
don’t treat Zdanevich’s oeuvres as museum relics; 
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we regard them as a living and immediate fabric of 
the present-day art process. ILIAZD marked the place 
for himself in history books not only as a poet, writer, 
ideologist of Futurism and everythingism, but also as one 
of the greatest publishers of the 20th century, one who was 
responsible for creating magnificent artworks in artist’s 
book genre. Creating a collective Livre d’artiste, being the 
tribute to ILIAZD, we sought, on the one hand, to follow 
the best creations of the 41о publishing house; on the other 
hand, to infuse the project with new developments and 
discoveries of the current 21st century.  The exhibition 
celebrates the 125th anniversary of Ilia Zdanevich’s birth 
and the 70th anniversary of his publication of the Poetry of 
Unknown Words, one of ILIAZD’s most brilliant collective 
editorial projects. 

The exhibition consists of three parts:
The first one is the ILIAZDE (homage to Ilia Zdanevich), 
a collective Livre d’artiste made by leading Russian 
contemporary artists.

The second one is entitled the POETRY OF UNKNOWN 
WORDS. The dialogue of contemporary artists with 42 
poets and artists from the year 1949, as well as the first 
translation of “unknown words” into Russian, being still a 
very obscure Russian. This section will comprise the original 
ILIAZD’s Livres d’artistes created with the collaboration 
of Picasso, Matisse, Chagall, Miró, Hausmann, Giacometti 
et al. Besides, the display will feature the printing forms 
used to make the pages on display and many other archival 
materials and documents.  

The third one presents the “zdA Art” works by major 
Russian contemporary artists revolving around ILIAZD’s 
personality (artist’s book, art objects, drawings, collages).

The project participants 
World-renowned artists of the 20th century: 
Hans Arp, Georges Braque, Camille Bryen, Jacques Villon, 
Wols, Michel Guino, Albert Gleizes, Alberto Giacometti, 
Oscar Dominguez Fernand Léger, Henri Laurens, Alberto 
Magnelli, André Masson, Henri Matisse, Jean Metzinger, 
Joan Miró, Marie-Laure de Noailles, Pablo Picasso, Georges 

Ribemont-Dessaignes, Léopold Survage, Sophie Taeubert-
Arp, Serge Férat, Raoul Hausmann, Marc Chagall.

Leading present-day artists:
Vera Atkarskaya, Aleksey Veselovsky, Vasily Vlasov,  
Grigory Katsnelson, Valery Korchagin, Kira Matissen, 
Aleksey Parygin, Alexander Pankin, Pyotr Perevezentsev, 
Mikhail Pogarsky, Evgeny Pogorelov, Mikhail Roshnyak, 
Alexander Saveliev, Natalia Sinyeva, Ekaterina Smirnova, 
Leonid Tishkov, Vera Khlebnikova, Sergey Yakunin. 

Moscow Museum of Modern Art, Russia.
http://www.mmoma.ru/en/

Landscape and Language in Artists’ Books
National Art Library, V&A Museum, London. UK
Tuesday 5th November 2019 - Sunday 4th April 2021 
A display of artists’ books on the themes of landscape and 
language, drawn from the National Art Library’s extensive 
collection. See how artists since the 1960s have responded to 
landscape or evoked imaginary places through their original 
and thought-provoking use of word and image.

Iliazda – Sheets from the collective artist’s book  «Ili@zda», 
devoted to Iliazd.

Zoetrop – Mikail Pogarsky, zoetrope of maxims, book-object.

How to say ‘I love you’ in Greenlandic: an Arctic alphabet by Nancy 
Campbell, Oxford: Bird Editions, 2011 © Nancy Campbell
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Free event. National Art Library, V&A Museum, Cromwell 
Road, London SW7 2RL, UK. 
https://www.vam.ac.uk/event/4JoNqRDA/landscape-and-
language-in-artists-books 

Ausdrücklich Schrift - Schreiben im Spannungsfeld 
Klingspor Museum, Offenbach am Main, Germany
Until 24th November 2019
The Klingspor Museum as a meeting place of contemporary 
typeface art is predestined to show a wide range of 
contemporary writing. The focus of the exhibition is on 
experimental works that leave traditional calligraphy 
behind, often exceeding the limits of legibility. 
Scripture abandons its serving function as a bearer of 
meaning and becomes an independent art form through its 
expressive form and power. The work covers a wide range 
of content as well as formal and technical approaches. 
Codex, single sheet and objects complement each other 
and give the exhibition its varied profile. 

Works on show include: Corinna Krebber, whose cut 
scriptures deal with content, ideas, statements and their 
reception, exploring the interaction between form and 
emptiness. In Daniel Ben Hur’s conceptual writing, the act 
of writing is subjected to a balanced interplay of control 
and loss of control. In her unique book “Silesius dreams” 
the Frankfurt book artist Petra Ober makes delicate traces 
of writing appear in sensual colour spaces. In Paul Stein’s 
work, writing is used in a variety of ways, writing, stamping, 
printing with stencils or overwriting a completely new level 
of meaning. Many other artists such as Barbara Fahrner, 
Daim and Ottfried Zielke are represented.

Klingspor Museum, Herrnstraße 80, 63065 Offenbach am 
Main, Germany. http://www.klingspormuseum.de 

Elemental Iceland
MoFA, FSU Museum of Fine Arts, Tallahassee, USA
Until 7th December 2019
Contemporary graphic, textile, and sculptural works from 
Iceland addressing the island nation’s unique landscapes, 
geology, and cultural history rooted in materials derived 
from the earth and sea. 

Featured artists: Valgerdur Hauksdóttir, Elva Hreidarsdottir, 
Soffia Sæundsdóttir, Rosa Sigrun, Anna Gunnarsdottir, 
Anna Thóra, Nicole Pietrantoni, Johann Eyfells, and 
members of the ARKIR Book Arts Group: Anna Snædís 
Sigmarsdóttir, Arnþrúður Ösp Karlsdóttir, Áslaug 
Jónsdóttir, Helga Pálína Brynjólfsdóttir, Ingiríður 
Óðinsdóttir, Jóhanna Margrét Tryggvadóttir, Kristín 
Guðbrandsdóttir, Kristín Þóra Guðbjartsdóttir, Sigurborg 
Stefánsdóttir and Svanborg Matthiasdóttir.

MoFA, FSU Museum of Fine Arts
530 West Call Street, 250 Fine Arts Building
Tallahassee, FL 32306-1140, USA. 
https://mofa.fsu.edu

Steven Leiber Catalogs
Printed Matter, New York, USA
Until 7th December 2019
Presented with Inventory Press. Curated by David Senior. 
Steven Leiber Catalogs, surveys an extensive run of 
print catalogues by pioneering art dealer, collector, and 
ephemera expert Steven Leiber (1957–2012). The published 
catalogues served as meticulous reference documents of 
Leiber’s for-sale offerings, featuring important ephemeral 
works documenting conceptual art and other avant-garde 
movements. They were also ambitious experimental art 
projects in their own right, each published in a unique/
unconventional format and produced in homage to a 
different historic publication or multiple. 

Barbara Habermann: Husch, husch … Meret Oppenheim, 2018. 
In the exhibition Ausdrücklich Schrift until 24th November 2019. 
Photo: Klingspor Museum
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Required Reading: Reimagining a Colonial Library
Boston Athenaeum, USA
Until 14th March 2020
From James R. Kelly, W.E.B. Du Bois Library, University 
of Massachusetts: A major exhibition, Required Reading: 
Reimagining a Colonial Library, showcases and interprets 
the King’s Chapel Library Collection, one of the surviving 
treasures of 17th century Boston. Come explore the 
city’s colonial history, the fine crafts of bookbinding 
and furniture-making, and the meaning of “essential 
knowledge.”

Required Reading tells the story of some colonial Bostonians’ 
intellectual and spiritual quests, and invites visitors to reflect 
on their own “must-read” lists, along with those of ten 
community partners:

In 1698, a set of 221 books crossed the Atlantic on HMS 
Deptford, a fifty-gun man-of-war, to serve as a compact 
library of necessary works for King’s Chapel, the first 
Anglican church in Boston. They had been chosen 
by Reverend Thomas Bray of London, an appointed 
commissary, or spiritual guide, to Anglican outposts in 
the American colonies. Cached safely when the minister, 
loyal to the British Crown, fled Boston in March 1776, the 
books re-emerged after the American Revolution, and were 
deposited at the Athenæum in 1823.

Rare and notable items in the King’s Chapel Library 
Collection:
• An atlas of the world (1693)
• Sir Walter Raleigh’s History of the World (1666)
• A mathematics textbook covering everything from 
practical geometry to logarithms (1690)
• A nine-language Bible, the “London Polyglot” (1657)
• A Biblical concordance compiled by Massachusetts 
minister Samuel Newman (1658)

Required Reading features a full-scale replica of the massive, 
ark-like bookcase designed in 1883 to house the historic 
collection. The replica, built in 2019 by exhibition designer 
Brent Budsberg of Current Projects and supported in 
part by the Chipstone Foundation, is an achievement 
in contemporary woodworking. It will be modified in a 
surprising way, enabling visitors to browse dozens of “must-
read” works offered by the ten partners.

Dr. Thomas Bray believed his library would provide 
essential knowledge, yet he necessarily made book 
selections from a limited and biased viewpoint. Today, 
libraries including the Boston Athenæum collect broadly, 
endeavouring to reflect diverse perspectives. To demonstrate 

Between 1992–2010, Leiber produced a total of 52 dealer 
catalogues from his cellar-level bookstore and gallery 
‘Steven Leiber Basement’. The published catalogues 
were meticulous reference documents of Leiber’s for-
sale offerings, featuring important ephemeral works 
documenting conceptual art and other avant-garde 
movements. They were also ambitious experimental art 
projects in their own right, each published in a unique/
unconventional format - scrapbooks, scrolls, tabbed folders, 
portfolio sets, card catalogues - and produced in homage 
to a different historic publication or multiple, including 
Wallace Berman’s Semina, Ray Johnson’s Correspondence 
Catalog, and Art & Project’s Bulletin, among many others.

Taken cumulatively the works invite a nuanced 
understanding of Leiber’s work as an archivist/dealer in 
personal dialog with the material he collected and sold, 
while positioning Steven Leiber Basement as a living, 
conceptual project. Leiber’s own archive-worthy output of 
ephemera is of interest both for its exhaustive historical 
record and as an intensely creative project that collapsed the 
space between archivist, artist and archive.

This exhibition follows the release of the book Steven Leiber 
Catalogs, published by Inventory Press and RITE Editions. 
https://www.printedmatter.org/catalog/54067/

Printed Matter, Inc.
231 11th Avenue, New York, NY 10001, USA
https://www.printedmatter.org/programs/events/939

Steven Leiber Catalogs exhibition poster, designed with IN-FO.
CO, based on ‘9 Evenings: Theatre & Engineering. New York: 
Experiments in Art & Technology, 1966’. 36 x 24”.



the variety and richness of “essential knowledge” and the 
ways it can be defined, the replica cabinet will be filled with 
titles from the community partners’ own “must-read” lists. 
Some authors, including James Baldwin and Toni Morrison, 
were chosen by multiple partners, but overlap is minimal 
and each list is unique. As visitors examine compelling 
and important selections from the colonial library and the 
community partners’ lists, they will be inspired to imagine 
their own definitions of “required reading.”

Tuesdays 12-8 pm and Wednesdays-Saturdays 10-4 pm, 
with a $10 admission fee. A lecture on Wednesday, Nov. 13, 
right before the Boston Antiquarian Book Fair.

For more information, please see:
https://www.bostonathenaeum.org/exhibitions/ 

Boston Athenaeum, 10½ Beacon Street, Boston, MA 02108, 
USA. https://www.bostonathenaeum.org  

Robbin Ami Silverberg - Read Me. Like a Book. 
30 Years of Dobbin Books
Pratt Institute Library, Brooklyn, NY, USA
20th January – 9th April 2020 
2020 will be the 30th anniversary of her artist’s book studio, 
Dobbin Books, housed at Dobbin Mews, an old horse 
stables in Greenpoint, Brooklyn. Over the course of these 
30 years, she has designed, produced & published more 
than 25 collaborative artists’ books along with circa 
60 solo editions, 55 unique artists’ books, and about 
20 artist’s book installations. Examples of Dobbin Books 
publications are found in over 130 public collections and 
numerous private ones.

Silverberg is involved in all aspects of the work: from 
creating content, whether as imagery or writing text, 
to designing & producing the entire book: design & 
production of the paper, printing, binding, and boxing. 
The desire to make all facets of an artist’s book publication is 
due to her intention to realise a coherent whole work of art, 
along with her love of the creative processes involved.

Unique to Dobbin Books is that Silverberg runs one of 
four hand papermaking studios in NYC, Dobbin Mill, and 
maintains that the paper should be an activated substrate 
that supports & enhances the book’s content & design. 
As such, and also because Pratt is a teaching institution, 

the exhibition will highlight certain books presented to 
show design process and production concerns.  

The exhibition will present circa 70 artists’ books dating 
from 1992 to 2019, along with 3 videos and 3 site specific 
installations. Pratt Libraries is publishing a full catalogue to 
commemorate & document this event.

Pratt Institute Library, 200 Willoughby Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11205, USA. https://www.pratt.edu

Read Art @ Greenwood
Greenwood Books, Rochester, NY, USA
Until 17th November 2019
Curated by Scott McCarney Read Art @ Greenwood is an 
interactive exhibition that embeds over 100 artists’ books in 
the stacks of Greenwood Books, a beloved independently 
owned and operated used bookstore adjacent to Rochester 
Contemporary Arts Center in Rochester NY. 
Artists’ books from more than a dozen independent 
publishers and presses, art collectives and artists who self 
publish are displayed by subject categories reflective of their 
specific content. This intervention of artists’ books into 
the general population of trade titles is meant to subvert 
their reception solely as art objects and underscores their 
function as conveyors of information. Inversely, their 
proximity to the native inhabitants of Greenwood Books’ 
shelves may alter the perception of a “used book.”

Artists’ books are rarely displayed outside the context of art 
exhibitions and, rarer still, made accessible to be held and 
read at a reader’s leisure. The categorisation of artists’ books 
by subject rather than genre brings readers to them through 
the art of browsing, an activity of leisure suitable to what 
has been described as the “slow art” of the book. This adds 
an element of surprise (not knowing what you’re looking 
for until you find it) that is unique to the physical spaces 
of bookstores and libraries, a serendipity lost in the virtual 
space of the Internet. 

Participating publishers: Allied Productions, Back East 
Press, Hey Buddy!, Joan Lyons, keith smith books, 
Preacher’s Biscuit Books, Printed Matter, Inc., Roberley 
Bell, siglio press., Space Heater Editions, stop over press, 
Temporary Services, Visual Studies Workshop Press, 
VisualBooks, Half Letter Press. 
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Read Art @ Greenwood is a component of “Current Seen”, 
a multi-venue contemporary art biennial consisting of 
exhibitions, pop-ups and public art projects exploring the 
current moment in the changing city of Rochester, New 
York. [#currentseenroc]

Greenwood Books
123 East Avenue, Rochester, New York 14604, USA.
Tues - Sat, 11am - 6pm. http://greenwoodbookstore.com

Turning Over An Old Leaf: Contemporary Palm Leaf Work 
In South And Southeast Asia
San Francisco Center for the Book, USA
Until 19th January 2020
Curated by Mary Austin and Betsy Davids.
In many South and Southeast Asian cultures, before 
printing, most books were palm leaf manuscripts: dried 
palm leaves, each leaf trimmed, incised and inked by hand, 
strung on a cord and stacked between wood covers to 
make a single copy of a book. Now that printed editions 
have replaced most of the earlier functions of palm leaf 
manuscripts, the traditional arts of palm leaf survive on 
different cultural and economic terms. This exhibition 
shows examples of work by contemporary palm leaf artists 
across five countries.

Betsy Davids and Mary Austin joined forces in 2015 to 
share and expand what we had each learned in India and 
Bali about palm leaf manuscripts and artwork both old and 
new. Return visits to Odisha, India deepened our familiarity 
with that impressive example of evolving a vibrant art 
form and building a viable present-day village economy 
on the strength of its arts. During visits to Sri Lanka and 
Thailand, we were heartened to find that ongoing Buddhist 
monastic teaching practices still keep in living memory 
the traditional knowledge of how to make palm leaf 
manuscripts of Buddhist texts. One university in Sri Lanka 
(the University of Kelaniya) and one in Thailand (Chiang 
Mai Rajabhat University) have established Palm Leaf Studies 
centers to support the whole range of activities necessary 
to maintain the heritage: scholarly work, conservation, 
digitisation. The village community as a generative context 
for artmaking came to our attention again in Burma, 
where artists from the village of Ywar Ma, near Lake Inle, 
engrave themed sequences of Buddhist and astrological 
images on a distinctive stitched structure of palm leaves 
in covers of characteristically Burmese carved wood or 
moulded resin, for purchase at temples and pagodas 
frequented by pilgrims and tourists. In urban Burma, the 

former capital city Mandalay showed us something that 
had eluded us elsewhere: a robust surviving practice of 
producing birth horoscopes on palm leaf, once common 
all over the region, now mostly supplanted by digital 
printouts. Palm leaf inscribing is thriving throughout Bali 
as an art for the tourist trade as well as a way to teach the 
next generation how to write and love palm leaf books. A 
growing community of young artists in the north of Bali 
are exploring the traditions of palm leaf inscription as an 
integral practice in their art.

Why should anyone make a palm leaf manuscript today? 
we were asked by one manuscript scholar. We could say: 
because the old palm leaf manuscripts and artwork are often 
beautiful, and the potential for that beauty lives on as a 
creative springboard for present and future to take further. 
Or: because palm leaves are a natural material that speaks 
to the senses with a tactile attraction, a distinctive aroma, a 
visual loveliness. And: because a maker can experience an 
embodied connection with an important cultural heritage, 
beyond what the mind knows and the eye sees.

The contemporary work presented in this exhibition speaks 
for itself. Our hope is that growing appreciation of this 
work, even here outside its region of origin, will nurture its 
creative evolution and the economic health of its makers. 
We hope too that book arts people here will find the work 
inspiring, as we did.

Palm Leaf Stories, Wednesday 15th January 2020, 6-8pm 
An evening of storytelling by co-curators Mary Austin and 
Betsy Davids, drawing upon the time-honoured stories told 
through images in this exhibition’s palm leaf work, as well 
as stories from their travels in search of this work through 
India, Bali, Sri Lanka, Burma (Myanmar), and Thailand. A 
fully illustrated catalogue of this exhibition will be available 
for purchase from San Francisco Center for the Book. 

San Francisco Center for the Book, 375 Rhode Island Street, 
San Francisco, CA 94103, USA.
https://sfcb.org/TurningOverAnOldLeaf

Schrift. Choreografie der Zeichen
Kunsthalle der Sparkasse Leipzig, Germany
Until 5th January 2020
Font - Choreography of the characters. This exhibition 
explores the works of artists using characters, that spans 
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over three generations of creators. From traditional hand 
drawn, to metal type, or digital processes, the exhibition 
includes wall-based prints and drawings, and artists’ books 
that offer spatial and haptic experiences of typographic 
inspired pieces.

Artists: Hans Andree, Carlo Battisti, Martha Burkhardt, 
Barbara Cain, Carlfriedrich Claus, Katrin Erthel, Michal 
Fuchs, Sabine Golde, Eugen Gomringer, Frenzy Höhne, 
Hyewon Jang, Ines von Ketelhodt, Magda Klemp, Corinna 
Krebber, Bea Meyer, Marianne Nagel, Tabea Nixdorff, 
Hans Schmidt, Uta Schneider, Louis Steven, Ulrike Stoltz, 
Andreas Stötzner.

The exhibition will be accompanied by a catalogue for 
which Ulrike Stoltz, together with Christoph Benjamin 
Schulz, contributed a “conversation on the various facets of 
writing”: “Writing / Room Space / Writing”.

Kunsthalle der Sparkasse Leipzig
Otto-Schill-Straße 4a / 04109 Leipzig, Germany.
https://www.kunsthalle-sparkasse.de/home.html

Künstlerbücher: Vielfältig Mehrseitig 
(Artists’ Books: Manifold Multi-page)
Weserburg Museum für moderne Kunst
Bremen, Germany 
Until 12th January 2020
Ordinary and yet exceptional: the medium of the book 
captivates us in the form of a work of art with many and 
varied manifestations. Under the title Vielfältig Mehrseitig 
(Manifold Multi-page), the Center for Artists’ Publications 
focuses on those artist’s books that depart from the 
conventional appearance of the book with a special kind of 
binding, an unusual form or a surprising detail.

This cabinet exhibition presents an international selection 
from its own holdings, from the 1960s to the present day.
Works by Claudia Christoffel, Pavlos, Dan Perjovschi, Ann 

Carolin Renninger, Pedro Stoïchita, Timm Ulrichs, Jiří 
Valoch, Von weit her(geholt), and many others.

Zentrum für Künstlerpublikationen
Weserburg Museum für moderne Kunst
Teerhof 20, 28199 Bremen, Germany.
studienzentrum@weserburg.de
https://weserburg.de/zentrum

8th Artist Book Triennial, Memento Mori 
Reed Library, SUNY Fredonia, USA
Friday 1st November - 4th December 2019
Opening Friday 1st November, 5.30-7.30pm
The 8th Artist Book Triennial, Memento Mori, will 
be exhibited in the SUNY Fredonia Reed Library 1st 
November - 4th December. The opening exhibition 
reception is Friday Nov. 1st 5:30-7:30 pm with a curator talk 
at 6pm in the Reed Library Garden.

The exhibition features 53 artists’ books from 26 countries 
and is curated by Prof. Kestutis Vasiliunus and Prof. 
Timothy Frerichs. This exhibition is in cooperation with 
the Vilnius Academy of Arts, Graphic Art Department, 
Vilnius, Lithuania.

Main Sponsor: Lithuanian Council for Culture
Additional funding from: The Carnahan Jackson Fund of 
the Fredonia College Foundation, The Reed Library, and 
Department of Visual Arts and New Media.

For more information on the Triennial visit: 
http://artistsbook.lt/blog/2016/01/23/8th-international-
artists-book-triennial-vilnius-2018/

Reed Library, SUNY Fredonia, Central Avenue, Fredonia, 
NY 14063, USA.
https://events.fredonia.edu/event/international_artist_
book_exhibition_in_reed_library_9186

Dan Perjovschi: Bucureşti, Brussel, Chişinău, 2008
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COURSES, CONFERENCES, LECTURES & WORKSHOPS 

Contemplating: Artists’ Books Now
British Library, London, UK
Monday 4th November 18.30 – 20.30

When picturing an artist’s book what do you imagine?  
Intricate design, ornate bindings, blank space, fold outs and 
pop-up rinsed through with vibrancy of text and colour. Is 
it something more unearthly and harder to describe? An air 
of peace in the topsy-turvy hullabaloo of our modern world.  
A pause of contemplation as a work speaks to you? Or, on 
the contrary, is it a space of immense energy, of ‘thought-
provocation’, where contemplation is something you feel 
compelled to do to make sense of the sensations and ideas 
the book stimulates?
 
Join your host Rossella Black, Assistant Librarian, Tate 
Library Brixton, for the fifth Artists’ Books Now evening to  
explore this theme, discussing and sharing the work of book 
artist and designer George Cullen, artist Tracey Bush, artist 
and independent curator Julie Johnstone, and book artist 
Caroline Penn. Rossella will also be in discussion with art 
librarian and artist Maria White.
 
£9 / £7.50 / £4.50 
British Library Knowledge Centre
96 Euston Road, London, NW1 2DB, UK.
https://www.bl.uk/events/contemplating-artists-books-now

Classes at the Creative Arts Workshop
New Haven, CT, USA
From Jim Kelly: Registration is open for new Book Arts 
classes and workshops at Creative Arts Workshop, New 
Haven, CT. We are offering Basic Hand Bookbinding, 
Advanced Hand Bookbinding, Introduction to Box Making, 
The Coptic Binding and The Changing Picture Card. We 
also have a fully equipped Open Studio for experienced 
binders. There’s even Japanese Bookbinding for Young 
People ages 10-17. For full information and to register go to 
http://creativeartsworkshop.org/ 

Mostly Flat Letterpress Workshops, Shropshire, UK
One-day letterpress printing and/or Adana 8x5 setup /
maintenance workshops in Ludlow for 2 to 3 people or 
one-to-one, with larger groups and evening or weekend 
workshops by arrangement. 

On a letterpress printing workshop you’ll learn how to use 
wood and metal type to compose and print beautiful things 
on antique printing presses (a flatbed proof press, Adana 
8x5 or treadle platen depending on your project). Each 
course is individually tailored to suit your needs.
Alternatively, bring your own Adana 8x5 along for a press 
maintenance workshop, and go home with a perfectly 
balanced press and the confidence and knowledge to get the 
most out of your machine for years to come.

For further information, please email Dulcie Fulton at 
hello@mostlyflat.co.uk or call 07799 063 232. 
See upcoming dates and full details at: 
http://www.mostlyflat.co.uk/workshops

Bookbindery Wilgenkamp
Blokker, The Netherlands
Bindery Wilgenkamp is an artisanal bookbindery in 
Blokker, Hoorn, The Netherlands, 45 kilometres above 
Amsterdam. We bind one of a kind books and boxes or 
small editions for special occasions, tailor made. In our 
bindery we organise bookbinding lessons for anyone who 
wants to learn this beautiful and fascinating craft.

Masterclasses, workshops, courses
We offer lessons in several levels in groups of max. six 
participants. As guest teachers we can provide workshops 
at your location for art schools, companies, organisations 
and private groups. Since September 2011 we organise 
masterclasses with international well known and respected 
guest teachers. See binding classes/masterclasses. We are a 
Certified Elbel Libro Instructor. The ‘Bookbinding out of the 
box’ binding structures by Benjamin Elbel are a regular part 
of our workshop programme. 

Masterclasses include:
• 15/16 Nov 2019:Light & shadow 
• 07/09 Feb 2020:Pianel 

Workshops:
•  03 Nov 2019:The Onion 
•  29 Nov 2019:Dos rapporté 
•  30 Nov 2019:Tue-mouche 

Please visit the website for all upcoming masterclasses and 

Image: Caroline Penn
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workshops: https://www.boekbinderij-wilgenkamp.nl/index.
php/en/binding-classes

Our bindery is easily to reach. From Amsterdam Central 
Station you can reach Hoorn Kersenboogerd station with a 
direct connection by Intercity train in 39 minutes. Coming 
from Schiphol you can reach Hoorn Kersenboogerd station 
with a direct connection by Sprinter train in 45 minutes.
Coming from Alkmaar is 31 minutes by train to Hoorn 
Kersenboogerd station. From Hoorn Kersenboogerd it is 
about 12-minute walk to the bindery.

Coming by car: Parking here is free and no problem.
For more information please contact us by email or phone. 
https://www.boekbinderij-wilgenkamp.nl/index.php/en/
contact-english

Winter Workshops at the San Francisco Center for the 
Book are open for registration
San Francisco Center for the Book offers more than 300 
workshops each year in three broad categories: Printing, 
Binding, and Related Arts. Registration begins as soon as 
each trimester’s workshops are announced, and continues 
throughout the trimester. You are encouraged to register 
early, as class size is limited and workshops are filled on a 
first-come, first-served basis.

See the upcoming classes, scheduled through to 
April 2020 at: https://sfcb.org/workshops

PERFECT BINDINGS, UK
Bookbinding workshops with Megan Stallworthy at 
arts centres and book festivals in Devon, Cornwall and 
Somerset. Perfect for artists, writers, teachers and anyone 
interested in making books, you will learn core bookbinding 
skills of folding, cutting, sewing and glueing, and take home 
your own handmade books along with a set of workshop 
notes. All the equipment and materials are provided. 

Find details of all upcoming workshops at:
https://perfectbindings.co.uk

City Lit Bookbinding courses
Keeley Street, Covent Garden, London WC2B 4BA, UK
Winter and Spring 2019/20

Book Arts courses

Beginners’ book arts
An opportunity to explore the three-dimensional and 
sculptural qualities of handmade books using layered forms, 
star books and other theatrical book forms. You will be able 
to develop your ideas and skills in the making of unique 
handmade books. 
VD283 13/01/20 - 17/02/20 Monday 10:30 - 16:30. Full 
£299.00, Senior £239.00, Concession £182.00

Bookbinding: Paper engineering and pop-ups
Be creative with paper and develop the 2D page into 
3D pop-ups. Learn folding techniques and simple book 
structures to create and explore your ideas. Suitable for 
beginners. VD290 24/02/20 - 30/03/20  Monday 10:30 - 
16:30. Full £299.00, Senior £239.00, Concession £182.00

Beginners’ courses and tasters

Bookbinding for beginners: simple leather binding
Discover how leather, combined with simple sewing and 
cutting techniques can create a wonderfully flexible and 
stylish bindings. Create books with folded and crossed 
structure covers, and include some decorative elements 
to personalise your work. VD435  23/01/20 - 13/02/20 
Thursday 10:30 - 16:30. Full £179.00, Senior £143.00 
Concession £109.00

Start bookbinding
Discover the art of handmade books! Three days of 
progressive projects will guide you through core techniques 
and prepare you to experiment, design and craft your own 
unique books. VD440 14/02/20 - 06/03/20 Friday 10:00 - 
13:30. Full £199.00, Senior £159.00, Concession £121.00

Longer courses 

City Lit Bookbinding: intermediate and higher
An opportunity for experienced students to work on 
individual projects such as fine binding, box-making, book 
conservation or alternative book structures. Complete all 
those unfinished pieces or create something new. 
Not suitable for beginners. VD197 14/01/20 - 17/03/20 
Tuesdays 10:30 - 16:30. Full £449.00, Senior £359.00 
Concession £274.00
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Shorter courses and special interest

Wooden boarded binding
The earliest books were sewn on to wooden boards. On this 
short course you will learn about early book structures and 
create a Coptic binding using some historical techniques 
and materials. VD316  12/11/2019 – 03/12.2019 Tuesdays 
10:30-16:30. Full £229, Senior £183, Concession £140

Creative arts for bookbinding I:
Decorative paper techniques
Try out a range of decorative techniques for paper including 
paste papers, stamps and simple dyeing and marbling 
techniques for bookbinding use or as individual pieces. 
All levels welcome. VD354  14/12/2019 – 14/12/2019                  
Saturday 10:30 – 16:30. Full £79, Senior £63  
Concession £48

Creative arts for bookbinding II: 
Leather dyeing techniques
Spend a day experimenting with leather dye and dyeing 
techniques. You will be introduced to different dye types, 
methods of applying dye and a range of creative techniques 
such as resist, crackle and speckling, to use on bookbinding 
and other leather projects. Suitable for beginners.
VD361 29/02/20  Saturday 10:30 - 16:30. Full £79.00 
Senior £63.00, Concession £48.00

Gold tooling on a paper binding
Develop your knowledge and experience of gold tooling on 
paper whilst learning how to gold tool on a paper-covered 
book, using hand finishing tools, BS Glaire and loose gold 
leaf. For those with experience in gold tooling using hand 
finishing tools and gold leaf. Tutor: Tracey Rowledge.
VD412 06/12/2019 – 09/12/2019. Friday - Monday 
10:30 – 17:00. Full £259, Senior £207, Concession £158 

City Lit, Keeley Street, Covent Garden, London WC2B 4BA.
https://www.citylit.ac.uk
Discounts are available on some courses. For further 
information including full course outlines visit: 
https://www.citylit.ac.uk/courses/art-and-design/
contemporary-crafts/bookbinding
Enquiries: visualarts@citylit.ac.uk
Enrolments: 020 7831 7831 or infoline@citylit.ac.uk

Feminist Zine Making Workshop
BALTIC, Gateshead, UK
Sat 30th November 2019
You’re invited to explore feminist self-publishing practice 
in a collaborative Feminist Zine Making Workshop. 
Led by artist Theresa Easton, you’ll produce a collective 
zine in response to influential feminist artist Judy Chicago 
and the first major UK survey of her work at BALTIC. 
An edition of the zine will form part of BALTIC Library’s 
burgeoning zine collection.

10.30-13.30. £6/£4.80* Booking essential. 
*Concessions include: Students, unwaged, aged 65+. 
Online booking fee applies: https://baltic.art/whats-on/
workshops/feminist-zine-making-workshop

BALTIC, Gateshead NE8 3BA, UK. Open daily. 
https://baltic.art/

Upcoming workshops organised or promoted by 
Professione Libro

FROM THE STRAIGHT LINE TO THE CURVILINEAR 
SURFACE Building with paper, Milan, 30 November - 1 
December 2019 with Dario Zeruto. Second edition. More 
information and booking link at:  https://bit.ly/35j8ZmP
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SPIDER BOOK, Florence, 18 January 2020 with Cristina 
Balbiano. d’Aramengo. Organised by Cartavetra. More 
information and booking link at: https://bit.ly/2IAODM6

BINDING LOOSE SHEETS, Milan, 1-2 February 2020 
with Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo. Early bird offer by 
28 December. NEW - First edition. More information and 
booking link at: https://bit.ly/2MpW7CF

BOXES - I, Milan, 14-18 February 2020 with Cristina 
Balbiano  d’Aramengo. Early bird offer by 10 January. More 
information and booking link at: https://bit.ly/35myYto

FLEXIBLE WRAPPERS AND CASES, Genoa, 21 March 
2020 with Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo.
Organised by Papê. More information and booking link at:
https://bit.ly/31YY7bC

THE UNTOUCHABLES, Chatou, France, 4-5 April 2020 
with Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo. Organised by Atelier 
d’Arts Appliqués du Vésinet. More information and booking 
link at: https://bit.ly/2p7e2Ga

Professione Libro, Fine Bindings, Book Conservation, Italy
Tel/fax (+39) 02 39445640. info@professionelibro.it
https://www.professionelibro.it

BINDING re:DEFINED
The 2020 programme for BINDING re:DeFINED is now 
online. We have a varied group of topics that will have 
something for everyone.

THE BINDERS WALLET - Classes start in February with 
the return of this popular workshop, taught by Lori Sauer. 
It’s a handsome and practical leather wallet for all your 
hand tools, so much nicer than a shoe-box and much 
harder wearing.

PURE NAKED BEAUTY - In March, conservator Claudia 
Benvestito guides participants through the intricacies of 
medieval knot tack sewing. Books are finished with an 
Italian crowned headband and a contemporary binding 
devised by Lori Sauer.

Please visit https://www.bookbindingworkshops.com 
for the rest of the schedule and all the details,  email 
bookbindingsworkshops@gmail.com or ring Lori Sauer on 
01672 851638 

BINDING re:DEFINED aims to inspire a wider appreciation 
of book structures and how they make an intelligent 
contribution to the aesthetic of the finished work. 
The focus of our carefully selected programme remains 
firmly in the tradition of well-crafted pieces that exhibit the 
best in contemporary design. We work out of a purpose 
built bindery in Wiltshire’s beautiful Vale of Pewsey in the 
UK, close to a mainline station and good road links. 
https://www.bookbindingworkshops.com

Events in the UK and Germany this winter for The Library 
of Ice: Readings from a Cold Climate

A new paperback version of Nancy Campbell’s The Library 
of Ice: Readings from a Cold Climate is now available. 

5th November, Waterstones Brighton, UK; in conversation 
with Dan Richards, author of Outpost

6th November, Hart’s Books, Saffron Walden, UK

12th November, Stanfords Bookshop, Covent Garden, 
London, UK; in conversation with Dan Richards, author of 
Outpost
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18th November, Dulwich Books, London, UK; in 
conversation with Dan Richards, author of Outpost

22nd–24th November, Artbook Berlin, Mariannenplatz 2, 
10997 Berlin, Germany

4th December, The Library of Ice, Amerikahaus, Munich, 
Germany

Nancy Campbell is currently Literature Fellow, at the 
Internationales Künstlerhaus Villa Concordia, Bamberg, 
Germany, until March 2020. For all events please visit:
http://nancycampbell.co.uk/calendar/

Collecting Artist Books in the US and Europe: Consequences 
for the Art, a talk by Susanne Padberg 
The Center for Book Arts, New York, USA
6th November 2019, 6.30-8.30pm
Explore how artists books are collected and used in the 
United States and Europe.

In her many years buying and selling artist books as a 
collections consultant, Susanne Padberg, encountered many 
reasons private collectors as well as institutions have for 
collecting contemporary artist books and the criteria that 
guide their choices. These are often based on responses 
to artist books that are different than one might expect. 
And they are very different in the US than in Europe. So, 
if the market for artist books is small is their production 
influenced by that and does the attitude toward collecting 
influence content?

The event is part of The Nomads programming at The 
Center for Book Arts. The Nomads are a new patron group 
of the Center for Book Arts of young professional and 
emerging art collectors with a passion for the arts.

Susanne Padberg studied literary criticism, art history 
and cultural studies in Tübingen (Germany) and Vienna 
(Austria). She has been the owner of Galerie DRUCK & 
BUCH since 1994 – first in Tübingen and now in Vienna. 
The gallery, next door to the Freud Museum in Vienna, 
specialises in international contemporary book art and puts 
on four to six shows a year. Padberg is regularly engaged as 
a collection consultant and exhibition curator, most recently 
for the travelling exhibition “Freud on the Couch, Psyche 
in the Book,” which opened in 2018 at the Center for Book 
Arts in New York City, the Minnesota Center for Book Arts 
in Minneapolis, and the San Francisco Center for the Book. 
She also gives lectures, does guest teaching, and writes 
catalogue contributions and essays about contemporary 
bookart.

$45 – $50. Book online at: https://centerforbookarts.org/
eventbrite-event/collecting-artist-books-in-the-us-and-
europe-consequences-for-the-art/

Center For Book Arts
28 West 27th Street, New York, NY 10001, USA
https://centerforbookarts.org

Barbara Rosenthal - Readings and Book Talk
Lichtundfire, New York, USA
Wednesday 13th November 2019

Live Reading of excerpts from Barbara Rosenthal’s artist’s 
book HOMO FUTURUS (VSW Press, 1984) and Chapter 
23, “Jack’s Speech: Homo Futurus in the Trans-Millennial 
Century, from her novel with photographs, WISH FOR 
AMNESIA and her presentation of fellow-artist Paul 
Zelevansky.

“Homo Futurus and Wish for Amnesia: Two Books by 
Barbara Rosenthal that Read Like a Crystal Ball.”

Rosenthal will read segments from two of her books, 
published thirty years apart (1984 and 2014), which present 
her 1984 concept, Homo futurus, i.e. that the next hominid 
will be a genetically engineered species governed by AI.
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And she will present artist-author Paul Zelevansky, who 
has been in dialogue with her for those decades concerning 
the Homo sapien as a unique, but nonetheless primate. 
Zelevansky will read from his books MONKEY AND MAN 
(Old Neighborhood Press, 1992) and THE CASE FOR 
THE BURIAL OF ANCESTORS (Zartscorp, 1986). Free.  
Reception 6.30pm. Reading 7pm.

Lichtundfire, 175 Rivington St, New York, NY 10002, USA.
http://www.lichtundfire.com | info@lichtundfire
Tel: 917-675-7835. 

Claire Jeanine Satin - From Concept To Creation
Lecture at the organisation of American Pen Women
21st November 2019, 12.00 - 1.30pm 

Delray Beach Golf Club
2200 Highland Avenue, Delray Beach, FL, 33445, USA.

Book launch - Maths Poems 
School of Mathematics, University of Bristol, UK
Thursday 7th November, 6.30-9pm
From Johanna Darque, Small Press: Join us to celebrate the 
launch of Maths Poems, a collection of poems that blur the 
boundary between mathematics and poetry!

Mathematics and poetry are often thought of as polar 
opposites: one the realm of rational and logical thought and 
the other of the expressive and subjective. The Maths Poems 
project sought to break down this division and explore 
what the two disciplines have in common and how they can 
influence, inform and enhance each other.

We’ll be screening a brilliant video that Kate Ashley of the 
School of Mathematics made about the project and our 
wonderful maths poets will be reading some of their 
poems, as well as sharing how the project has influenced 
their practices.

Small Press is an innovative small press that publishes 
poetry and experimental writing. We’re interested in the 
gaps between things and the interaction between form and 
content in print.

This project was only made possible thorugh the generous 
funding from the Brigstow Institute. Take a look here more 
information on the Brigstow Institute, and the projects they 
are funding: http://www.bristol.ac.uk/brigstow/

Free event, Drinks and nibbles, Books to buy!
The event will be held in an accessible space but please 
do get in touch if you have any questions or specific 
accessibility needs - we want all to feel welcome and able 
to attend.

School of Mathematics, Fry Building Woodland Road, 
Bristol, BS8 1TH, UK. Free, register to attend here:
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/maths-poems-launch-
tickets-76007443309

November Talks, Tours and Workshops at St Bride 
Foundation, London, UK

Tour- 27th November 2019, 11am 
Come tour our printing workshop, historic rooms, and 
famous library. Get the chance to view some of the items 
in the library’s special collection, and learn more about 
the Foundation and its significant place in the illustrious 
history of the printing press trade. Perfect for designers, 
printmakers, or just lovers of history. £10, Book at:
https://www.sbf.org.uk/whats-on/view/tour-of-st-bride-
foundation-2/

Workshops - We have a brilliant range of workshops 
available in bookbinding, letterpress and wood engraving – 
suitable for all levels, there is something for everyone!

One Day Adana/Letterpress Course 
06, 20 November 2019, 10am

Wood Engraving (Relief Print) Taster Day 
30 November 2019, 10:30am 

Three Week Hand Composition & Letterpress Course
18 November 2019, 6:00pm

More information at: https://www.sbf.org.uk/whats-on/
category/workshops/
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Upcoming classes at the American Academy of 
Bookbinding, Telluride, USA 

INTRODUCTION TO BOOKBINDING, LEVEL I
NOVEMBER 4 – 8, 2019 | LANG INGALLS | $800
If you have never taken a bookbinding class before, this is 
the course for you. The week is devoted to the fundamental 
building blocks of bookbinding; it is an introduction to the 
binding of books into cloth and paper covers.

Starting at the very beginning, students will learn about 
paper grain, cutting and folding, making and sewing 
the signature and producing a pamphlet binding. From 
there they will expand to multi-signature sewing and case 
binding. Introduction to the essential tools of the trade 
will be covered. Students will learn techniques, tricks and 
habits that will prepare them to progress to the next level or 
to practice and explore on their own at home. The marvels 
of paper, the details of sewing, the characteristics of an 
attractive book cover and more are taught in this class.

INTRODUCTION TO BOOKBINDING, LEVEL 2
NOVEMBER 11 – 15, 2019 | PETER GERATY | $800
Students who have taken previous bookbinding classes will 
find an opportunity in this course to further develop their 
skills and to deepen their knowledge of the materials and 
techniques used in bookbinding. Starting with a review 
of the simple case binding, students will learn to make a 
rounded spine, sew endbands, incorporate design options 
such as embossed boards, and learn efficient methods for 
taking a book apart or making multiples. For those who 
are ready, the paring of leather and creating a quarter-
leather binding is an option. This course will also focus 
on providing solutions to individual problems or areas 
that students specifically want to explore. It is highly 
recommended that students complete this introductory level 
prior to participation in the Fundamentals of Fine Leather 
Binding course.

STAMPING & TOOL MAINTENANCE
NOVEMBER 18 – 22, 2019 | PETER GERATY | $800
This course is an amalgamation of two very disparate, yet 
highly necessary, skills for the book worker. It begins with 
three days of demonstration and practice in the use of 
stamping, foils, leaf, blind stamping, jigs, over-stamping, 
multiple colours and more in the decoration of bindings.

Shifting gears, the students are then guided through two 
days detailing the appropriate maintenance and sharpening 
of tools. Students learn to adjust board cutters, presses and 
guillotines, and how to sharpen their knives and shape 
their own tools allowing more confidence in taking care of 
their equipment.

American Academy of Bookbinding
117 North Willow Street, Telluride, CO  81435, USA
Tel: (970) 728-8649  |  aab@ahhaa.org
https://www.bookbindingacademy.org

The Annual Beatrice Warde Memorial Lecture 
Alice Savoie - Invisible women: the contribution of Type 
Drawing Offices to twentieth century type-making 
13th November 2019 

Beatrice Warde is an exceptional example of a prominent 
woman contributing to our understanding of type design 
history in the pre-digital era. Yet little is known about the 
many other women who worked,often in the background, 
in the making of some of the last century’s most famous 
typefaces. Alice Savoie will discuss some of her findings on 
the role played by Type Drawing Offices in typeface design 
and production. She will also explain why, as a practising 
typeface designer, she has decided to embark on historical 
research, and how this informs her approach to designing 
type. 7–9.00pm (Bar open from 6pm). Tickets: £8–12.50 
https://www.sbf.org.uk/whats-on/view/the-annual-beatrice-
warde-memorial-lecture/

The Brunswick Prison Camp Map Printers 
With Mark Evans and Ken Burnley
3rd December 2019
‘The Brunswick Prison Camp Map Printers’ is the little-
known story of how a clandestine press was made and run 
by a group of industrious men in a German prisoner of war 
camp (Oflag-79) in order to mass produce escape maps, 
towards the end of the second world war.

With Mark Evans’ knowledge of his father’s experiences as 
a prisoner in the camp and Ken Burnley’s life in printing, 
together they will bring this incredible story to life and shed 
light on the background, context and the circumstances 
in how these maps – all to scale and printed in three or 
four colours – were produced in secret, including the 
technicalities of their hand-made press, making of inks and 
printing. 7.00–8.30pm (Doors 6.30pm). Tickets: £8–12.50
https://www.sbf.org.uk/whats-on/view/the-brunswick-
prison-camp-map-printers/

St Bride Foundation
14 Bride Lane, Fleet Street, London, EC4Y 8EQ, UK.
Tel:  020 7353 3331  |   info@sbf.org.uk
https://www.sbf.org.uk
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Studio West End summer workshop, Yeerongpilly, 
Australia, 6th - 24th January 2020

22nd SUMMER WORKSHOP. ADELE OUTTERIDGE 
with GEOFF THOMPSON (week 1, 6th to 10th January)
 
6th to 24th JANUARY 2020, 9:30am to 4pm, Mon to Fri
COST: $1,995, (3 weeks), $1,350, (2 weeks), $695 (1 week)
 

Join us for one, two or three weeks in January for this 
exciting, intensive multi media workshop run by two 
internationally recognized artists. The workshop will 
include printmaking, book arts, drawing, and 3D media. 
Participants may specialise in one medium or work with 
several. Individual project based work is also encouraged. 
As the class size is limited, there will be plenty of flexibility 
and individual attention. Suitable for all levels, drawing 
experience not essential.

THE TUTORS: Adele Outteridge, book artist, printmaker, 
sculptor, gained her BSc in 1967, and graduated from the 
School of Colour and Design, Sydney. She runs Studio West 
End, and travels widely, lecturing and teaching workshops. 
She has participated in many Artist-in-Residence 
programmes. She taught at the Arrowmont School, 
Tennessee and Women’s Studio Workshop, New York in 
2003. Her work in artists’ books, printmaking, sculpture and 
drawing has been exhibited widely, is held in private and 
public collections nationally and internationally, and has 
featured in books and magazines in Australia and overseas.
Image, Thinking of Sol II
 
Geoff Thompson is an entomologist, scientific illustrator, 
printmaker who specialises in deep-focus digital 
photography. He has worked at Queensland Museum for 37 
years, currently as a Collection Imager. He was awarded a 
Queensland Smithsonian Fellowship in 2005, Geoff learned 
printmaking with Wim de Vos. Working with him for 20 
years. Geoff has participated in many group exhibitions. 
He participated in international collaborative projects with 
Maria Fernanda Cardoso, images from two of which were 
acquired by the Tate Gallery and the MCA, Sydney.
Image, etching, book plate, cetonid beetle

241F Station Rd, Yeerongpilly, QLD, 4105, Australia. 
https://www.facebook.com/Studio-West-
End-346549758690164/

OPPORTUNITIES

Call for participation
Read To Me - an experiment and exhibition
Thursday 14th November 2019
From Sarah Bodman: The artist’s book Read To Me is 
the result of an experiment made in collaboration with 
a psychometric reader, as an attempt to transmit the 
emotional content of stories through a series of physical 
objects. Ten objects were selected to read chapters of novels, 
or short texts to. They were then posted to the reader who 
relayed their messages back to me.

The project began by accident in winter 2002 at Visual 
Studies Workshop, Rochester, NY, USA, when I undertook 
an Artist’s Publishing Residency to produce a limited 
edition artist’s book The Marsh Test. It was here that 
someone mentioned the Fox Sisters, Margaret and Kate 
who launched their careers (aged 16 and 13) as spirit 
mediums (170 years ago) with a public performance on 14th 
November 1849, at the Corinthian Hall in Rochester, NY. 
Their performances played a part in the huge rise of interest 
in spirit rappings and in turn the founding of the Spiritualist 
Movement in 1850s America.

On Thursday 14th November 2019, an experiment will take 
place at Arnolfini’s bookshop at 6.30pm. In tribute to the 
Fox Sisters and the artist Susan Hiller’s Sisters of Menon 
publication, you are invited to come along and attempt to 
capture a reading that Sarah will transmit to you. A4 paper 
and pens will be provided to create automatic drawings 
of the transmitted image. The results will be displayed in 
the exhibition Read With Me, at Bower Ashton Library 
throughout December 2019.

If you aren’t based in Bristol, you can join in remotely. The 
image will be transmitted at 6.45pm on Thursday 14th 
November, if you can capture the image in your mind in 
the timezone you are in anywhere in the world, please close 
your eyes and do an automatic drawing of it for 10 seconds. 
Please write your name on the sheet of paper, and post to 
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Sarah by 25th November, or photograph it and email the 
image to Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk by 25th November 
2019. Contact Sarah for the postal address or if you have 
any questions. Details can be found at: 
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/news/#readme

Call for entries from Field Study. Field Study began in 1993 
as a way of reclaiming the negative spaces between art and 
life. Activities stemming from Field Study are emanations 
and group emanations are manifestations. Field Study sees 
each work as a manifestation of a collective spirit. Everyone 
is welcome to become a member of Field Study, irrespective 
of their arts practice, and contribute to the Field Report. 
Field Study also produces the assembling publications WIPE 
and ReSite, and, in collaboration with Karingal, KART.

Call for submissions: Field Report 2019
Journal of Field Study International
Field Study invites you to take part in its 25th report.
Send 100 copies of a documentation of a performance, 
instruction, manifesto, journey work, etc which you have 
conceived as a Field Study action and accordingly signed:
‘Field Study Emanation by… + artist’s name’
Copies have to be flat and landscape format. Size (A5)
21 x 14.8 cm. Please leave 2cm on the left-hand side for the 
binding. All emanations will be bound and a copy of the 
report sent to all participants. Deadline: 31st December 
2019. Please send to: Field Study, P.O. Box 1838 Geelong 
VIC 3220 Australia. Examples form 2018 at: 
http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com/2019/06/the-2018-field-
report-is-out-in-world.html

Call for submissions for: ReSite- Manual of Scores, 
Manifestos and Radical Actions
ReSite is an assembling publication where pages have an 
element of audience participation or interaction. 
ReSite is part of the tradition of Fluxus editions where 
anyone can perform a Fluxus action or score. In addition 
to this performance-based approach, ReSite taps into the 
rich tradition of the avant-garde with contributions of 
manifestos and documentation of art actions. 

ReSite encourages participation by writers and musicians to 
produce visual scores and manifestos as well as continuing 
the call for contributions by conceptual artists.

Send 40 copies size 21 x 14.8 cm (A5). Please leave 2cm on 
the left-hand side for binding. Works can be double sided 
and can be more than one page. Copies should be flat and 
landscape format. Pages will be wire-bound. ReSite is an 
ongoing project. Each issue holds 20 contributions. Copy 
sent to all. Please send to: Field Study, P0 Box 1838 Geelong, 
VIC 3220 Australia.

Call for submissions: KART - magazine of multiplicity
KART is an edition of original artworks in a handcrafted 
folio box. KART is produced in limited editions of 40, each 
box containing 15 artworks. 

You are invited to contribute to KART. 
Artists, writers, graphic designers, students, printmakers, 
photographers, badge and zine makers, mail artists and 
members of the community are invited to contribute to 
KART.

KART accepts all mediums on any theme but no poor 
quality photocopies please.
Artist contributing 40 artworks will be sent a copy of KART.
To participate, send:
• 40 x artworks (originals or multiples)
• postcard size or smaller (16 x 11 cm x .25 cm)
To: KART, David Dellafiora, P.O. Box 1838 Geelong VIC 
3220, Australia.

Call for submissions: WIPE - Light-Weight Bookwork
Please send 40 sheets of printed toilet tissue. Open theme 
and technique, rubber-stamps, etc. No organic materials or 
traces please. Ongoing project, no deadline. Edition made 
every 20 participants. Copy of edition send to all taking 

Detail from Resite no.14 vol.2 

Detail from KART 96

Detail from WIPE 118
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part. Max size: 14 x 11 cm. Send to: Field Study, P. O. Box 
1838 Geelong, VIC 3220 Australia.

Call for entries: Reclamation: Artists’ Books on the 
Environment. Exhibition June 2021 – September 2021 at 
the San Francisco Center for the Book
San Francisco Center for the Book is pleased to announce 
that we are seeking submissions for Reclamation: Artists’ 
Books on the Environment. The exhibition will open at 
SFCB in Summer 2021 as one of many worldwide actions 
in response to “Extraction: Art on the Edge of the Abyss” 
a manifesto issued by Peter Koch in 2018
(https://www.extractionart.org/home/). Reclamation: 
Artists’ Books on the Environment will subsequently travel, 
accompanied by an illustrated catalogue with essays by the 
curator and jurors.

Reclamation: Artists’ Books on the Environment will consider 
our relationship to the environment at this moment on 
the planet. Book artists create works that involve, educate, 
and inspire action. Book art takes many forms. Sculptural 
bookworks, for example, command attention so that viewers 
are compelled to reflect upon the issues explored in the 
work. Paginated artists’ books rely on a reader’s touch to 
encourage a measured exploration of complicated topics, 
one page opening at a time. Many compelling works 
integrate pagination with sculptural and material richness to 
create a multi-sensory reading experience.

The book form’s expressive strengths offer a perfect vehicle 
for reclamation, the focus of this show, which refers to the 
process of claiming something back or of reasserting a right.
Reclamation: Artists’ Books on the Environment will consider 
our relationship to the environment at this moment on the 
planet. Topics may include:

• Works that explore environmental concerns or expose 
environmental threat or degradation under way;
• Works that celebrate beauty in nature as a means of 
“bringing copies of itself into being,”* as in the protection of 
wild lands;

• Works that explore cultures such as those of indigenous 
peoples that are directed by a respect for the earth;
• Works that delve into conflicts faced by communities 
struggling to transition from a heritage energy economy 
(such as those supported by coal or lumber) into a clean 
energy economy.
Reclamation seeks to inspire and educate visitors to reflect 
on climate change and its impacts locally, nationally and 
internationally. At the same time, the exhibition endeavours 
to avoid dualistic arguments common to today’s divisive 
political scene.

This exhibit is open to handmade book and paper arts-
related works created as either edition or one-of-a-kind. 
Works should reflect the highest level of craft. Artists’ books, 
sculptural books, book objects, altered books, installations, 
zines, and broadsides are all encouraged.
 
*Elaine Scarry, from On Beauty and Being Just (Princeton, 
NJ: Princeton University Press, 1999: 3), in discussion of 
Wittgenstein.

Deadline for proposals 1st September 2020. Entry Fee $25.
Application link and more information can be found at:
https://www.sfcb.org/reclamation

Women’s Studio Workshop, Rosendale, NY, USA
Upcoming opportunities:

Artist’s Book Residency Grant - 
Deadline 15th November 2019
The Artist’s Book Grant is a six- to eight-week residency 
for artists to produce a limited edition book work. Working 
intensively in our studios, artists print and bind their own 
books, and are encouraged to create an edition size no larger 
than 100 and no smaller than 50.

The grant includes a stipend of $350/week, up to $750 for 
materials, up to $250 for travel within the Continental 
US, free onsite housing, and 24/7 studio access. WSW 
can provide technical advice; training on new equipment, 
techniques, and materials; and production assistance.

The contract stipulates that 20% of the edition goes to 
WSW’s archive, exhibition, and display copies; 20% of 
the edition goes to the artist; and 60% of the edition goes 
to general sales. WSW has developed a series of archive 
and exhibition opportunities for our artists’ books, and 
artists can collaborate with WSW on marketing for a 50% 
commission fee.

WSW’s artists’ books are held in over 200 collections 
world-wide, and in nine repositories that have the majority 
of our collection: Indiana University (Bloomington), 
Rochester Institute of Technology, University of Delaware, 
Vassar College, Virginia Commonwealth University, Yale 
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University, University of Michigan, The Library of Congress, 
and Bucknell University.

An outside jury of artists and curators choose the grant 
recipients. Application Deadline 15th November 2019.
More information on the application process at:
https://wsworkshop.org/residencies/artists-book-residency-
grant/

Internships 
All internships include a private room in WSW’s on-campus 
Anne Atwood House and a stipend of $400/month. Interns 
work 40 hours/week, generally Monday through Friday, 
9:00-5:00, but the schedule may change to accommodate 
the Workshop’s programming. Outside working hours, 
and with respect to residents’ work, interns have unlimited 
studio access. The internship session culminates in a group 
exhibition of work created during the term.

Studio Internship
Each term, WSW hosts three studio interns who work 
directly with the Studio Manager and Artistic Director. 
You’ll work on projects that may include printmaking, 
letterpress, papermaking, and book arts, in addition 
to assisting with the ongoing operations of the facility. 
Studio interns are crucial participants in WSW’s creative 
community. You’ll be asked to work hard and in return will 
be encouraged, supported, and challenged in your artistic 
lives. Deadline to apply 1st December 2019
https://wsworkshop.org/residencies/studio-internship/

Summer Internship
You’ll perform independent work in the kitchen and work 
with the Studio Manager on all ArtFarm-related projects. 
This two-month internship runs through our Summer 
Art Institute (SAI) workshops. You’ll focus on honing 
culinary skills and agricultural knowledge as it relates to 
non-traditional papermaking fibres. Your work will directly 
contribute to WSW’s community by bringing staff and SAI 
participants together over a midday meal. 
Deadline to apply 1st December 2019
https://wsworkshop.org/residencies/summer-internship/

Nonprofit Management Internship
You’ll work directly with WSW’s staff under the leadership 
of the Managing Director, and gain experience by 
working alongside the staff of an established nonprofit 
arts organisation. You will, among other things, undertake 
projects relating to public relations, fundraising, event 
planning, and arts administration. 
Deadline to apply 1st December 2019
https://wsworkshop.org/residencies/arts-administration-
internship/
 

Call for submissions /articles - 
The Blue Notebook Journal  for 
artists’ books 
Impact Press welcomes 
submissions of writing on 
contemporary artists’ books for 
The Blue Notebook. The journal 
publishes 4-5 articles per issue on 

any aspect of artists’ publications by artists, writers, poets, 
librarians, curators, educators… 

All contributions are peer-reviewed by our panel of referees. 
Our deadlines are usually 1st January and 1st July each 
year. Please email Sarah to let her know if you intend to 
submit for a deadline as there are only 4-5 slots per issue. 
To get a flavour of the journal, visit: http://www.bookarts.
uwe.ac.uk/publications/blue-notebook.html
If you have any questions please email and ask:
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk

Workshop teaching space available, UK - Looking for 
somewhere to hold a bookbinding or book arts workshop? 
Set in the beautiful Torridge Valley halfway between Great 
Torrington and Holsworthy in the UK, Owl Barn Studio is 
an inspiring, purpose built teaching space for bookbinding, 
book arts, calligraphy, papercrafts and other related skills & 
techniques. Light and airy with plenty of workspace for up 
to 12 students, it’s the perfect place to learn new skills.
Everyone has their own table (these can be raised up for 
those who prefer to work standing up) which can be laid 
out to suit the style of workshop.

Very reasonable rates, lunch can be included. Cutting mats 
and basic bookbinding tool kits are available. Plenty of local 
accommodation. 

For further information or to make a booking see our 
website at http://www.owlbarnstudio.uk or contact 
owlbarnstudio@btinternet.com or call 07853 319250.

Open Call: Library of Artistic Print on Demand. 
Collection and Research
From Annette Gilbert: We are excited to announce the start 
of our new research project Library of Artistic Print on 
Demand and are looking for submissions of works and 
reports from the field. 

Print-on-demand is a production method based on digital 
print that has revolutionised the book world. Contemporary 
experimental artists and writers who have adopted print-on-
demand publishing praise the method’s low financial risk, 
creative autonomy, and independence from trade publishers. 
They embrace it as a means of self-empowerment and 
democratisation - although (or, maybe, precisely because) it 
has been discredited by the literary establishment as a vanity 
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enterprise and by book lovers and designers due to its low 
production values. Drawing on some of the most notable 
examples of the genre, this research project investigates how 
print-on-demand facilitates an astonishing variety of forms 
and aesthetic approaches and how it functions as a critical 
media practice that continues avant-garde, underground, 
and counterculture traditions and also responds to our 
post-digital age in compelling us to re-conceptualize our 
understanding of the book and publishing.

We aim at establishing a collection of the most outstanding 
artistic works using print-on-demand technology and 
platforms and are especially interested in works that make 
creative or subversive, critical use of it. Our collection will 
grow through curatorial acquisition and artists’/authors’ 
contributions. In combination with conducted interviews 
with the artists and analyses of the print-on-demand 
platform economy and politics, it will be an important 
resource for the study of print-based experimental 
publishing, art and literature in the post-digital era. 

At the end of our three-year research, our collection will be 
preserved and made publicly available in one of the prime 
European universal and research libraries: the Bavarian 
State Library. In addition, it will be published on our website 
and in a catalogue, and we envisage exhibiting the final 
collection. 

Open Call: Artists, writers, authors, designers and 
publishers are invited to contribute to our research 
and collection. 

We are interested in any recommendations and submissions 
and would like to learn from your experience with print-
on-demand platforms, production and distribution. Feel 
welcome to approach us with any anecdotes, experiences, 
misprints, failures, reviews or works that belong to this field. 

The research project is a collaboration of Free University 
of Berlin, University of Erlangen and the Bavarian State 
Library, funded by German Research Foundation.

For more information see http://www.apod.li/ or contact 
annette.gilbert@fau.de & andreas.buelhoff@fau.de

Help celebrate and advertise the fourth annual World 
Bookmark Day (Woboda), sponsored by the International 
Friends of Bookmarks (IFOB), on 25th February 2020.  

You can participate in several ways in the next few months 
leading up to 25th February:  

1) Contribute a bookmark design for downloading and 
printing; 
2) Download and print bookmark designs for distribution 
to bookstores, libraries, friends or anywhere; 
3) Take a picture of Wobo, the Traveling Bookmark in 
interesting places; 
4) Participate in the raffle to win bookmarks from around 
the world; 
5) Organise or sponsor local events such as displays of 
bookmarks, bookmark crafts, or bookmark swaps at local 
libraries, bookstores, etc. 

Visit the website at: 
https://www.ifobookmarks.org/woboda.html for details and 
to see what has happened at previous Woboda celebrations, 
and follow activities at  
https://www.facebook.com/bookmarksfriends
Contact the IFOB editor at ifobeditor@gmail.com 
with questions.  

Should we have stayed at home and thought of here?
World Book Night 2020 - call for participation
This year we have a selection of books and poetry 
nominated by Csilla Biro, Sarah Bodman, Nancy Campbell 
and Linda Parr. The exhibition, video and publication for 
2020 will be coordinated by Sarah Bodman and Linda Parr.
In light of Nancy Campbell’s book The Library of Ice: 
Readings from a Cold Climate (Scribner, 2018) we have 
decided not to travel. Instead we will be travelling virtually 
through fiction and libraries. 

Our set texts for WBN 2020 are: W. G. Sebald’s The Rings 
of Saturn (New Directions Books, 1998), Olga Tokarczuk’s 
Flights (Fitzcarraldo Editions, 2018), and the poem 
‘Questions of Travel’ by Elizabeth Bishop (1911 –1979). 
Please choose one or read them all. 

In an interview with Tim Youngs (2018) Nancy Campbell 
talks about the ethical, environmental, cultural and financial 
considerations of travel, and quotes a line from Elizabeth 
Bishop’s ‘Questions of Travel’: “Should we have stayed at 
home and thought of here?”. Nancy then goes on to say of 
writing The Library of Ice: “A lot of what lies behind my 
book is sitting in libraries and imagining other places.”. 
Intertwining ideas of travel with personal reflection and 

WBN postcard from Mike Dutton, UK
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historical facts as an inspiration for WBN had placed 
Sebald and Tokarczuk on the ‘to do’ list in 2018. But now we 
need to also consider whether it is necessary for us to travel 
at all. Can we sit in libraries with books and travel through 
our imaginations?

WBN 2020: the brief for participation:
We invite you to sit in a library (real or imagined), then 
send us a postcard describing where you are (text or image). 
The postcard you send can be an existing postcard, old or 
new, or homemade, you can write/draw/collage/type/print 
on one side or both, it’s up to you.

If you can’t afford to post us a physical postcard then email 
Sarah the text or image you would have written or drawn 
on it and she will stick it onto a blank postcard (Sarah.
Bodman@uwe.ac.uk please put WBN2020 in the subject 
line). 

WBN United artists will exhibit all the postcards together 
over the month of April 2020 at Bower Ashton Library, 
UWE Bristol, UK. We’ll make a pdf download catalogue of 
all the entries. We will also print a little folded keepsake/
folio which will contain one copy of an editioned postcard 
produced by us, WBN United artists on 23/04/20 
(typewriters, collage, rubber stamps etc.) and one of the 
submitted postcards. Each contributor will receive a little 
album/keepsake with our postcard and a postcard from 
someone else as a mail art exchange.

Send your postcard to: Sarah Bodman, CFPR, UWE, Bristol, 
Kennel Lodge Road, Bristol BS3 2JT, United Kingdom. 

Three important things to note: 
1) Please write your name and where you are posting it from 
clearly on the postcard. 
2) Maximum postcard size is 15 x 10.5 cm. 
3) Please email Sarah your name and postal address so 
we can send your copy of the mail art exchange keepsake: 
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk

Nobody will travel except in their imagination, but we will 
all be collectively in the library. The deadline for receipt of 
postcards is Tuesday 31st March 2020. 

Job Opportunity - Bookbinder, London, UK
Book Works Studio is a leading Bookbinders specialising 
in making books and boxes for all areas of the creative arts.  
https://www.bookworks.org.uk/studio/

Based in Central London we are offering a full-time position 
for someone who is specifically experienced in leatherwork, 
but also other aspects of bookbinding and boxmaking. 
The rate of pay will be between £27-£32K p.a. Start date is 
negotiable.

Applicants should contact Rob Hadrill at 
rob@bookworks.org.uk for any further information.
Book Works, 19 Holywell Row, London, EC2A 4JB, UK

SAVE THE DATE: SATURDAY 9TH MAY 2020 
BALTIC Self-Publishing Artists’ Market 2020

Applications open: Friday 10th January 2020
BALTIC Self-Publishing Artists’ Market 2020 will showcase 
the work of over 50 artists, zine makers, small press 
publishers, colleges and universities. The market will explore 
the relevance and value of print culture as well as giving 
artists the opportunity to sell their work. Next year’s 
Self-Publishing Artists’ Market will take place on Saturday 
9th May 2020.

WBN postcard from Claire Marcus, USA
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You’re invited to apply to be part of the market, with 
applications opening on Friday 10th January 2020 for stall 
holders and proposals for an expanded programme of 
related talks, workshops and performances.

If you have any questions ahead of applications opening, 
please get in touch with Sarah Bouttell, BALTIC Producer 
(Documentation, Library & Archive) by email: 
sarahb@balticmill.com

BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art, South Shore Road, 
Gateshead, Tyne & Wear, NE8 3BA, UK.
https://baltic.art

With a new biennial competition starting in 2020, we are 
encouraging binders, book artists and anyone with an 
interest in designing and making books to take part. 
The only criteria to entry are that you are resident in the 
UK when the book was bound and that you are not a 
Fellow of DB. 

To enter the competition, you must first purchase a copy 
of the 2020 set book. The book will be delivered to you 
in printed and folded sections ready to bind. All entrants 
must bind the set book but you may use a traditional book 
structure or adopt a more experimental approach.

The cost of the set book is £25 for DB members and £30 for 
non-members to include packing, postage and entrance fee. 
You may also enter up to 3 Open Choice entries at £15 each. 
The hand-in deadline is Saturday 17th October 2020.

The set book in 2020 is Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck. 
With illustrations by James Albon. Published by the Folio 
Society.

To register for the competition and for further details 
please go to: 
http://www.designerbookbinders.org.uk/uk-competition

If you have any queries please email: 
thebookbindingcompetition@designerbookbinders.org.uk

Artists book prize Herzog August Library 2020
The collection of Artist books held by the Herzog August 
Bibliothek was founded in the 1950’s with contemporary 
works of art by well-known French painters, known as 
“livres de peintre”.

Artists have approached the medium of the Artist book 
in both traditional as well as experimental ways and these 
developments can be traced in the library‘s internationally 
renowned collection.

The Herzog August Bibliothek and the Curt Mast 
Jägermeister Stiftung are now announcing an annual prize 
to be awarded to a book artist. The prize is also a tribute 
to Dr. Sabine Solf and her support of the library and the 
work of its foundations. During her employment at library 
she contributed to the establishment of the collection and 
maintained important contacts to artists and galleries.
The successful candidate will receive 6.000 € for the 
production of an artist‘s book inspired by the historic 
holdings of the Herzog August Bibliothek or themes 
inspired by them.

The award holder will have the opportunity to work at 
the Herzog August Bibliothek for up to 1 month and be a 
part of the international group of scholars working there. 
Accommodation will be arranged by the library and the stay 
in Wolfenbüttel may be split into shorter visits.

Your application should include the following: a project 
outline (no longer than 3 pages), a short CV with catalogue 
raisonné, a photographic documentation of your most 
important works or a link to an online presentation. 
Deadline for applications is 31st December 2019.

Marshall Weber, My Wife, 2019 (photo: Herzog August Bibliothek)
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The winner of the award will be chosen by a prize jury 
consisting of Dr. Sabine Solf (president), Professor Dr. Peter 
Burschel (Herzog August Bibliothek), Manja Puschnerus 
(Curt Mast Jägermeister Stiftung), Dr. Stefan Soltek 
(Director of the Klingspor Museum Offenbach), Nikoline 
Kästner (Paper conservator).

The winner will be announced at the beginning of February 
2020 and the prize can be taken up any time after 1st March.
It is expected that the completed work will be presented to 
the public in Wolfenbüttel at the end of the year. For further 
information please contact kuenstlerbuch@hab.de

Applications should be sent to:
Prof. Dr. Peter Burschel, Herzog August Bibliothek
Lessingplatz 1, D-38304 Wolfenbüttel, Germany.
or to kuenstlerbuch@hab.de

Imprints of the New Modernist Editing
Deadline 18th November 2019
The AHRC funded project Imprints of the New Modernist 
Editing builds on the earlier findings of the New Modernist 
Editing Network (NME) that explored issues arising from 
all aspects of editing modernist texts. It aims to take this 
discussion further and to involve a broad community 
of practitioners - which may include artists, designers, 
writers, or editors for example – to propose creative work 
responding to modernist text(s) and artwork(s). 

Open Call - Proposals for works are sought as part of an 
exhibition which is the centrepiece for the Imprints of the 
New Modernist Editing project. These will complement 
works made by a core of invited practitioners - Barbara 
Balfour, Helen Douglas, Maria Fusco, Scott Myles, Ane 
Thon Knutsen and Sam Winston. This exhibition is 
scheduled to take place at The Laurence Sterne Trust at 
Shandy Hall, Coxwold, Yorkshire in July 2020, with an 
accompanying project publication.

Process - Applicants are invited to create proposals for 
works prompted by a constellation of texts and artworks 
selected by the project co-ordinators, members of the NME 
and the core artists and writers. Due to the nature of the 
Shandy Hall exhibition venue we ask that proposed works 
are kept to a scale consistent with book, periodical or 
newspaper formats.

A selection will be made from submitted proposals and 
successful applicants will receive a fee of £500 towards the 
creation of their work for exhibition.

A series of workshops has been designed to support the 
project to foster further knowledge and extend thinking 
around initial issues raised by the NME. Applicants are 
encouraged to participate in these to create a community 
within the project and allow discussion and links to be 
made. The partners involved in these workshops include 
MyBookcase, Corridor8 and The Laurence Sterne Trust, 
with the collaboration of the National Library of Scotland 
(NLS) and Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art 
(SNGMA). Details of these workshops will appear on the 
Imprints of the NME website.

Project Dates
The deadline for applications is 18th November 2019.
Applicants will be informed of the decision of the selection 
panel by 9th December 2019.
The deadline for the submission of finished work from 
successful proposals is 18th May 2020.

Workshops take place at points across the project, full 
details can be found in the Application Pack via the 
application link at: https://www.curatorspace.com/
opportunities/detail/imprints-of-the-new-modernist-
editing/3792

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS: 
LIVERPOOL BOOK ART 
EXHIBITION 2020
2020 Vision: 
Magellan’s Voyage of Discovery
Liverpool Book Art is excited 
to announce its fourth major 
exhibition of Book Art. Following 
the great success of our 2018 
Frankenstein exhibition, we have 
selected a significant anniversary in 

world history as the theme for our next exhibition. 

2020 marks 500 years since Ferdinand Magellan discovered 
the passage between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, at the 
southern tip of South America, now known as the Strait of 
Magellan. All previous expeditions from western Europe to 
the ‘Spice Islands’ (Maluku Islands, now part of Indonesia) 
had travelled eastwards, sailing around Africa. Magellan’s 
expedition was the first to circumnavigate the entire globe, 
and it was Magellan who named the Pacific Ocean (the 
‘peaceful sea’).

So Magellan’s expedition was the beginning of our 
understanding of the overall geography of the Earth, 
as well as being hugely significant for the development 
of global trade. It was not until the late 19th century that 
alternative routes were considered, by attempting to build 
a Panama canal. 

Magellan was an explorer and entrepreneur, rather than a 
military leader. While his aim was to discover new trade 
routes, rather than to conquer, it is impossible to separate 
his expedition from the wider context of western European 
politics, empire-building and the expansion of Christianity.
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Some initial aspects book artists may wish to explore 
include:

• Magellan’s life as an explorer (Magellan was Portuguese, 
but his expedition was funded by the Spanish king, after his 
proposal was rejected by his home country)
• The Voyage, which lasted from 1519 to 1521, and included 
starvation, mutiny, desertion and one of the 5 ships being 
lost in a storm. Fewer than 30 of the crew of 270 survived to 
return to Spain
• How the crew responded to the extreme conditions 
(months without sufficient food or fresh water; the 
isolation – both generally and being at sea; the lack of any 
communication or back-up etc.)
• European empires, colonisation and exploitation – 
‘civilisation’ and religion (Magellan’s expedition followed the 
Treaty of Tordesillas, which divided the world between the 
two Catholic empires of Spain and Portugal. Most Protestant 
and other non-Catholic nations ignored the Treaty!)
• Non-European perspectives & reactions to European 
traders and colonisers
• Global connectivity (trade and communications: not until 
the end of the 19th century were alternatives to the physical 
movement of people, goods and messages invented)
• What is valued (financially), and how & why that changes 
over time

We are very keen that this should be an international 
exhibition, including non-European perspectives. We would 
particularly encourage and welcome submissions from 
artists from South East Asia and South America. 

The Wikipedia page on Magellan provides a lot of detailed 
information on the voyage, and all the events along the way: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferdinand_Magellan

Previous Liverpool Artists’ Book Exhibitions have been a 
great success, attracting international submissions of the 
highest quality, with works from Japan, Australia, Russia, 
USA, and across Europe and the UK. We are open to, and 
encourage, submissions from across the diverse range of 
book art – multiples and unique works; narratives & non-
narratives; sculptural works and altered books…

Liverpool Book Art is passionate about supporting book 
artists by showcasing their work. As in previous years, 
we will promote and organise sales of any works in the 
exhibition, in accordance with the preference of each 
participating artist. 

Exhibition dates are to be finalised. The Exhibition is 
expected to tour throughout 2020, including Liverpool 
Central Library; Bower Ashton Library at UWE, Bristol; and 
other UK venues. Potential venues in Spain and Portugal are 
also being explored.  Current plans are for the Exhibition to 
open in Liverpool, in May 2020. 

The timetable is therefore
• Call opens on 31st October 2019 on Curator Space 
http://www.curatorspace.com which will include full details 
of the application process, including the size of the available 
display cabinets
• Call closes on 11th January 2020

• Selection of Works by 20th January 2020
• Delivery of Selected Works by 12th April 2020
Please note that there is a submission fee of £10 for each 
entry.

We are also keen to receive proposals for site-specific work 
within Liverpool Central Library. 

Finally, we are keen to offer demonstrations, workshops, 
talks and performances during the course of the 
exhibition. One feature we are keen to explore is providing 
the opportunity for audiences to handle and read 
examples of book art e.g. by having reading copies or 
reading weekend(s). Please contact Simon Ryder via 
liverpoolbookart@gmail.com with your ideas and proposals. 
Watch out for more updates via Liverpool Book Art on 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Liverpool-Book-
Art-280161178807793/ and the next issue of the Book Arts 
Newsletter!

Marches Book Arts Group (UK) strive to expand awareness 
of book arts and we are open to collaboration with other 
artists and groups. Our members come from the English/
Welsh border region (the Marches) and have a range of 
experience and skills. We meet on the third Tuesday of 
each month from 10am to 4pm at the Haslehurst 
Community Room in Clun, Shropshire, SY7 8LQ. 
All are welcome! Find out more and get in touch at 
https://www.marchesbookartsgroup.co.uk/get-in-touch

Call for entries:

International artists’ books exhibition Love and Music
From Valeri Burov, Russia: Dear friends and colleagues! 
In April 2020 we plan to hold the next exhibition. The 
theme is “Love and Music”. These topics accompany each 
person throughout their lives, what could be more beautiful 
than a sincere and deep feeling of love and music, which 
affects the most delicate strings in the soul of a person.
If we were not surrounded by music, how much poorer 
would our culture, art and our very life be. Music is around 
us from birth to death. Music can not only please and cheer 
up, but also console in a difficult moment of life. It exalts us.
If we talk about love, then this exalted feeling gives rise in 

Merry tuning fork, unique book by Valeri Burov
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every lover to such emotions and passions that can either 
raise a person to the heights of happiness and bliss or throw 
them into the abyss of base passions.

The great geniuses of literature Shakespeare, Goethe, Dante, 
Petrarch, Pushkin… gave us many examples, so we believe 
that this topic will be interesting to you.

The format of the books is open but they must be suitable 
for shipping and transportation. The number of books is 
not limited. Each participant will receive a Diploma. An 
electronic catalogue is being considered.

The deadline for submitting books is 30th March 2020.
All books received will remain in the “Book of the Artist” 
collection for further exhibitions. If you would like more 
information: tel. + 7-912-822-69-40, mobile (8-8332) 67-01-
37. valeriburov@yandex.ru  |  http://artistsbook.ru/en/
Postal address for sending works: 
Valeri Burov, Proletarskaya Street 21-44
610002 Kirov, Russia

Please do not put any value on your parcels for customs.

Call for submissions
The international exhibition GRAPHICS Century XXI
From Valeri Burov, Russia: Dear friends and colleagues 
In the process of preparing exhibitions in the format of the 
artist’s book and communicating with you, I had the idea to 
hold an international exhibition of modern graphic works 
(watercolour, pastel, etching, drawing...).

In the process of creative searches and work, each of us has 
accumulated a lot of preparatory material for subsequent 
works, and this material often remains unsung, but, as we 
understand it, it is of interest, showing development of our 
knowledge, skills, ideas, or even time wasted.

Most importantly, unlike the artist’s book, participation in 
this exhibition will not require additional efforts and time 
for you to create them, you just need to look through your 
folders and select works.

When I voiced this idea to my friends, Russian and foreign 
artists, I met full understanding and support for this 
project. I hope that the idea of this exhibition will find 
understanding and resonance in your hearts and you will 
support the project.

We do not limit the exhibition to any specific topic, format 
of work, technique of execution and material… The only 
stipulation is that the work has been completed after 2000.
Each participant will receive a Diploma. An electronic 
catalogue will be made, which each participant will receive.

Deadline for receipt of work is 30th September 2020
All works received will remain in the collection for further 
exhibitions.
-----
In order to register your work:
On the front side (under the image) please write in pencil, 
on the left the title of the work, and on the right, your 
signature.

On a separate sheet in English:
Full name of the artist, country, city
Title, format of work, material, processes, year of creation
Participation in exhibitions (if any). Email address
-----
If you would like more information: tel. + 7-912-822-69-40, 
mobile (8-8332) 67-01-37. valeriburov@yandex.ru           
http://artistsbook.ru/en/

Postal address for sending works: 
Valeri Burov, Proletarskaya Street 21-44
610002 Kirov, Russia

Please do not put any value on your parcels for customs.

The Center for Book Arts, New York - Chapbook Contest
The Center for Book Arts invites submissions to its annual 
Poetry Chapbook Program by 15th December 2019. 

The selected manuscript will be determined in May 2020 
and will be awarded with the publication of a beautifully 
designed, letterpress-printed, limited-edition chapbook 
printed and bound by artists at the Center for Book Arts. 
The edition is limited to 100 signed and numbered copies, 
10 of which are reserved for the author and the remainder 
of which will be offered for sale through the Center. 

The selected poet will also receive a cash award of $500 and 
a $500 honorarium for a reading, to be held at the Center 
in the fall of 2019, as well as an exclusive opportunity 
for a week-long stay at the Millay Colony for the Arts in 
Austerlitz, New York as one of their Winter Shakers.  

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
Please submit a collection or sequence of original poems 
or a single long poem not to exceed 450 lines or 21 pages 
(no translations are accepted). The author’s name should 
not appear anywhere in the manuscript. Please provide a 
table of contents and a separate acknowledgements page 
containing prior magazine or anthology publication of 
individual poems at the end of the manuscript. Please 
note that the 450 lines or 21-page limit does not include 
acknowledgements pages.
 
File name should be the title of submitted manuscript. 
Only .PDF, .DOCX. and .DOC files accepted. 

Deadline 15th December 2019. $30 USD entry fee. 
https://centerforbookarts.submittable.com/submit/142020/
chapbook-contest
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ARTIST’S BOOK FAIRS & EVENTS

Boston Art Book Fair, USA 
Friday 8th November – Sunday 10th November 2019 
Boston Center for the Arts (BCA) and Bodega team up 
again to present the third annual Boston Art Book Fair from 
November 8-10 in BCA’s historic Cyclorama. The second 
largest Art Book Fair on the East Coast, this curated event 
will feature over 100 exhibitors, artists and publishers.
 
With art installations, DJs, workshops and a chance to 
mingle with truly innovative artists and creatives of our 
generation, this year’s fair invites audiences of all ages to 
engage in an art-filled weekend to active and stimulate 
creative energy.

Cyclorama, Boston Center for the Arts, 539 Tremont St, 
Boston, MA 02116, USA. http://bostonartbookfair.com

Leiden Boekkunstbeurs - Book Art Fair 
Pieterskerk, Leiden, The Netherlands
9th - 10th November 2019

On 9th and 10th November 2019 the Pieterskerk in Leiden, 
the Netherlands will once again be dedicated to the book. 

Chino Crafts

The elephant walk…

Let our talented artisans carve your own personal 
designs on natural bone, horn, wood, bamboo and 

coconut shell.   

Our carvers work with natural, biodegradable 
materials to bring you the finest finish.

View some of our handmade Lokta Papers -
 quality products crafted by our talented artisans:

https://www.chinocrafts.com/lokta-papers

Your enquiries please: thame2709@gmail.com
https://www.chinocrafts.com
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That’s when the annual Boekkunstbeurs (Book Art Fair) 
will take place, organised by Drukwerk in de Marge and the 
Stichting Handboekbinden (Dutch Society of Bookbinders).
The Boekkunstbeurs offers over a hundred stands with a 
wide range of beautiful hand bound books, printed matter 
made with traditional techniques, sublime samples of 
calligraphy and various artistic products made of paper. 
Book binders and printers – both active or aspiring – 
and other enthusiasts can visit the many stands where 
bookbinding materials, calligraphy supplies and books on 
the various techniques are for sale. There will be various 
workshops and demonstrations, including paper making 
and calligraphy.

Private press printers present their publications, often 
printed on old presses with historical materials. These 
publications vary from single sheets to artist’s books. 
The editions are small, and much attention is paid to the 
interplay between typeface, paper and design. Bookbinders 
show all kinds of examples of their craft.

Pieterskerk, Kloksteeg 16, 2311 SL Leiden, The Netherlands.
Sat 10-5, Sun 11-5. The entrance fee is €6, students pay €3. 
Children up to 12 years free. The Pieterskerk is within 
walking distance of Leiden Central station. 
https://www.pieterskerk.com/nl
For information on the Boekkunstbeurs visit:
https://boekkunstbeurs.nl

The 2019 Small Publishers Fair will take place on Friday 
15th and Saturday 16th November at the Conway Hall, 
London, UK. Exhibitors include: AMBruno; A Published 
Event – Justy Phillips (Australia); Clod Magazine; 
Daniel Lehan; Dizzy Pragnell; Elisabeth Tonnard (The 
Netherlands); Jim Butler; Fine Press Poetry; Lina 
Nordenström of Warehouse Workshop (Grafikverkstan 
Godsmagasinet, Sweden) celebrating their 10th anniversary; 
Guy Bigland; MA BIBLIOTHÈQUE (Sharon Kivland); 

Martha Hellion (Mexico); Mandy Brannon; Penteract Press; 
Ps and Qs Press; Red Fox Press (Ireland); Second String 
Press; Timglaset (Sweden); Tracey Bush; coracle (Ireland), 
Mike Nicholson and Mette-Sofie D. Ambeck (Denmark), 
Salt and Shaw, uniformbooks, weproductions, 
and many more…

The Small Publishers Fair exhibition 2019 features Test 
Centre publications and is curated by Jess Chandler.

Test Centre Publications, an independent publishing house 
and record label based in Hackney, London, was run by Jess 
Chandler and Will Shutes from 2011 to 2018. Test Centre’s 
varied output ranged from spoken-word vinyl LPs to debut 
poetry collections, experimental fiction, anthologies, 
interdisciplinary projects and an annual magazine of new 
writing, Test Centre. 
 
At the end of 2018, Test Centre split into two separate 
entities: Will Shutes’ bookdealing and occasional publishing 
business now operates independently as Test Centre Books, 
while Prototype was established by Jess Chandler as a new 
independent publishing house, building on the Test Centre 
aesthetic.
 
This exhibition looks back at Test Centre’s publishing 
history, from early limited edition pamphlets, prints 
and vinyl LPs with Stewart Home, Chris Petit and Iain 
Sinclair, and the first issues of its magazine, following 
the growth of Test Centre’s output and reputation into an 
innovative and independent publisher of poetry, fiction and 
interdisciplinary and collaborative projects. 
 
Featured Test Centre collaborators will include Rachael 
Allen, Sophie Collins, Wayne Holloway-Smith,  Derek 
Jarman, Jen Calleja, SJ Fowler, Holly Pester, Max Porter, Sam 
Riviere, Chris Torrance and Jack Underwood. 
 
Items on display will include signed, limited edition prints; 
promotional material for events and readings with a varied 
list of acclaimed writers and artists including Lee Harwood, 
Tom Raworth and Thurston Moore; and the complete 
collection of Test Centre’s records and books, never 
exhibited before. 
 
Jess Chandler’s new imprint Prototype Publishing will be 
taking part in this year’s fair, with all available Test Centre 
items for sale at the stall, on the stage, next to the exhibition.

• Over 60 publishers from across the UK and around the 
world
• readings and talks
• special exhibition on the stage at Conway Hall
• FREE entry to the Fair and all activities
• thousands of original works to buy
• stands run by the creators and publishers



• beautiful and historic venue in the heart of Bloomsbury

The Small Publishers’ Fair is an annual celebration of books 
by contemporary artists, poets, writers and book designers. 
http://smallpublishersfair.co.uk

Boston Book Print & Ephemera Show 
Back Bay Events Center, Boston, USA
Saturday, 16th November 2019  
Back Bay Events Center, 180 Berkeley St, Boston, MA 
02116, USA.
https://bookhistory.harvard.edu/event/boston-book-print-
ephemera-show

Artbook Berlin 
Kunstverein Bethanien, Berlin, Germany
22nd - 24th November 2019
The annual artists’ books and editions fair.
For the full list of exhibitors visit: 
https://artbookberlin2019.blogspot.com
Kunstverein Bethanien, Mariannenplatz, Kreuzberg, Berlin, 
Germany. info@artbookberlin.de 
http://kunstquartier-bethanien.de/

Open Studios - Studio West End
Yeerongpilly,  Australia
29th, 30th November, 1st December 2019
Open Studios, Station Road Creative Precinct and Tiny 
Treasures exhibition of small artists’ books by studio 
family members.

Studio West End · 241/F 49 Station Road, Yeerongpilly, 
Brisbane, QLD 4105, Australia. 
https://www.facebook.com/Studio-West-
End-346549758690164/

The sixth edition of VOLUMES – Art Publishing Days – 
will take place on Friday 29th, Saturday 30th November 
and Sunday 1st December 2019. We are happy to be back 
at Kunsthalle Zürich, in the historical building of 
Löwenbräu Kunst.

VOLUMES 2019 will present a fine selection of local and 
international artists and art books, zines and magazines. 
This hybrid event will also feature a range of exhibitions, 
performances, talks, readings, workshops as well as a 
symposium. VOLUMES is the only fair and festival for 
independent art publishing in Zürich. On the two floors of 
the Kunsthalle Zürich, the visitors will be able to browse 
through publishers’ stands, visit the exhibition floor and 
dive deeper into various artistic practices, take part in 
free workshops, as well as attend a programme of talks 
and performances. For the first time, the fair will also take 
place in the room of Luma Westbau on the third floor of 
Löwenbräu Kunst, just opposite (of) the Kunsthalle (room) 
(where the program was already happening last year).

We are happy to present a special focus with the symposium 
„ Publishing and archival strategies in artistic practices (The 
example of Peter Trachsel archive)“, which will take place in 
the Luma Westbau room on Saturday afternoon.

As every year, the “International Open Call” exhibition, for 
which zinesters and artists from all around the world donate 
one publication, will present a snapshot of the current 
international DIY publishing scene. 

Free entrance. Opening hours: Friday, 5-10pm; Saturday, 12 
-8pm;  Sunday, 12 - 6pm. Kunsthalle Zürich 
Limmatstrasse 270, 8005 Zürich, Switzerland.
https://www.volumeszurich.ch

INTERNET NEWS

From Salt + Shaw: an update from the collection of 
Bob Bolick and the Books on Books website.
Our book WHAT is now featured alongside MILL. 
Check out the link:
https://books-on-books.com/2019/09/14/books-on-books-
collection-saltshaw/
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Haus der Kunst, München, Germany; In The Book and 
its Algorithm, Dr Richard A. Carter (UK) explains the 
making of two experimental books founded on digitally 
generated images and text, and the algorithmic operations 
which produced their contents; The Politics of Place by 
Alexander Campos (USA) & Monica Oppen (Australia) 
discusses a selection of artists’ books investigating society’s 
struggles with displacement, and what it means to have - 
and lose - a sense of belonging, homeland and identity; In 
An Instrument of Collaboration: Unfolding the legacy of the 
Graphic Investigations Workshop (GIW), Caren Florance 
(Australia) reflects upon the rich history of GIW as a unique 
and complex entity in creative book-making in Australia. 
Headed by artist Petr Herel, with a host of respected artists 
including Dianne Fogwell, John Pratt, Gaynor Cardew and 
Udo Sellbach, the legacy of GIW’s working methodology is 
its use of the book as a collaborative ‘common ground’.

Artists’ pages by: Megan Adie (Denmark) Angie Butler 
(UK), Robert Good (UK) Eva Hejdström (Sweden), Paul 
Laidler (UK), Daniel Lehan (UK), Sophie Loss (UK), Linda 
Parr (UK), Ekaterina Vasilyeva (Russia) and Eiji Watanabe 
(Japan). 

Up to date information on: Artist’s Book Publishers & 
Presses; Bookshops for artists’ books; Artist’s Book Dealers; 
Artist’s Book Galleries & Centres; Collections, Libraries & 
Archives; Artist’s Book Fairs and Events; Book Arts Courses 
and Workshops; Design, Print & Bind; Print Studios; 
Journals and Magazines; New Reference Publications; 
Organisations, People, Projects and Societies.

In the Artists’ Books Listings section, you can also discover 
hundreds of examples of new books made (or in the 
making), by artists in: Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, 
Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, 
Ireland, Italy, Japan, The Netherlands, Norway, Poland, 
Russia, Sweden, the UK and the USA. 

Cover design: Tom Sowden. Edited by Sarah Bodman. 
Published by Impact Press at The Centre for Fine Print 
Research, University of the West of England, Bristol, UK. 
Autumn 2019. ISBN 978-1-906501-18-1. 236pp, 21 x 29.7 
cm, black and white offset litho, colour cover. Please order 
via the links at: http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/artists-
book-yearbook/

The Blue Notebook journal for artists’ books
Volume 14, No.1

We have a great range of writers in Australia, the USA 
and UK, for this issue: Ella Morrison’s article Hand to 
page: touch, performance, and the artist’s book presents a 
new phenomenological method of analysing the inherent 

John Bevis – Each Friday a new post on this informative 
blog reflects on a particular aspect of, nature, art, poetry, 
and books. Entries include:

Edward Hopper, Camberwell
http://johnbevis.com/2019/10/04/edward-hopper-
camberwell/

Two Leicestershire libraries 
http://www.johnbevis.com/2019/08/09/two-leicestershire-
libraries/

Or just browse all the entries at: http://www.johnbevis.com

UTSANGA journal, Marilyn R. Rosenberg - An Interview 
by Michael Jacobson can be read online at:
https://www.utsanga.it/jacobson-marilyn-r-rosenberg-
interview-by-michael-jacobson/

NEW ARTISTS’ PUBLICATIONS

Artist’s Book Yearbook 2020-2021
Available now!
Essays in this issue of the biennial publication: With her 
regular front page, Tanya Peixoto (UK) celebrates some 
highlights of bookartbookshop over the last two years 
- from Cat Utting’s City Cells, to Clod Magazine; In his 
essay Against Classification: An alternative history of Book 
Art, John Bently (UK) explores the affiliations between 
photography and the artist’s book; Deirdre E. Lawrence 
(USA) reflects on the influence of Walt Whitman’s prose on 
contemporary book artists in a new exhibition celebrating 
the 200th anniversary of his birth;  Let’s call it Lace Stitch 
by Anna Juchnowicz (Poland) examines an alternative 
approach to bookbinding structures; In The Library 
Aesthetic, artists Leslie Mutchler & Jason Urban (USA) 
discuss their approaches to making installation-based works 
that explore and respond to ideas of the library, books 
and reading; Yuliya Selivanova (Russia) writes about the 
special holdings of the Saint-Petersburg Literary Museum 
“XX century”, the collection of the Library of Mikhail 
Karasik (1953–2017), and his still present influence in 
the artist’s book arena; Jürgen Wegner (Australia) reports 
on Hubert Kretschmer’s Munich-based AAP, in A visit 
to Archive Artist Publications and its exhibition in the 
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complexities of the artist’s book. Using the work of Czech-
born Australian artist Petr Herel (1943-) as case study, it 
argues the necessity of embracing the experience of the 
encounter. To do so, it proposes a new interdisciplinary 
methodology that combines tactile interpretation and the 
use of first-person with reference to performance theory, 
Surrealism and philosophy to analyse the book as art object. 

Altered Images: An interview with David Ferry, on the 
occasion of the exhibition David Ferry: The Invader’s Guide 
to the Museum (and other places) at the Grosvenor Museum, 
Chester, UK, March - June 2019. Guest curator Stephen 
Clarke (Lecturer in Critical and Contextual Studies at the 
University of Chester) interviews the artist about his work 
and influences, from his early childhood in Blackpool, UK, 
to his later, long-term interests in British farce, collage and 
printmaking.

Documenting Craft: A Discussion of Recordness in Book 
Art by Robert Riter, explores how works of book art can 
operate as documentary objects. Books that take as their 
subject the processes of their creation can function as book 
art records. These works can be used to make more visible 
the elements that make up book practices. They can also be 
collected as records that preserve the history of the book 
arts. A discussion of recordness in book art is provided 
through an examination of three works that document hand 
papermaking, letterpress printing, and bookbinding.

A spit roasted chicken, Metro tickets, the Plan of the 
Cemetery at Bagneux, and a typewritten text feature in the 
diary entries Daniel Lehan made during a recent trip to 
Paris. These entries form part of - DAYPAGES - a collaged 
diary he has kept daily since 23 February 2015. Pages not 
featured in his visual essay, record the lack of electricity in 
the flat where he stayed, a baker who left Afghanistan when 
his father, a Communist, threatened by ISIS, fled to live in 
Birmingham, and Lehan’s futile search for the gravestone of 
the artist Henri Rousseau.

Celebrating the 10th birthday of the imprint The Book Tree 
Press, Lucy Roscoe reflects back on 10 years of practice. 
What began as a postgraduate research project, grew into 
an artist’s imprint, publishing sculptural books which 
explore how the book form can be used to tell stories, 
and questioning how these creations might be published. 
Lucy reflects on the relationship between making and her 
teaching practice, whilst considering what the future 
might hold.

Artists’ pages by: Jane Cradock-Watson, Leonard 
McDermid, Sylvia Waltering and Maria White. Carrot and 
Stick cover, and the badge and sticker designs for this issue 
by Chrystal Cherniwchan.

The Blue Notebook journal for artists’ books, 
Vol 14 No 1 & 2. Publication dates: October 2019 and April 
2020. Each of the two issues has 4-5 essays and artists’ pages. 

Each subscription includes an artist designed badge and 
stickers. £10 including UK or international P&P. Order 
online at: http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/blue-notebook/

The book art center Halle (b.a.c.H.) announces its 2020 
artist’s diary
This time 12 artists used stencil, stamps, pencil, rubbings to 
focus on the theme “pattern”. The paperback diary/organiser 
again offers plenty of space for notes in the weekly overview. 

It folds into a slipcase cover. 20€ plus tax and shipping. 
It can be ordered by mail at post@bookartcenterhalle.de and 
will also accompany us to these upcoming book fairs:

Annegret Frauenlob and Friederike von Hellermann will 
be at the artbook.Berlin fair 22nd-24th November 

Rita Lass, Petra Reichenbach and Claudia Richter will 
show work at the Buchkunst Weimar on the first weekend 
of Advent from 29th November to 1st December.

Annegret Frauenlob, Friederike von Hellermann, Rita Lass, 
Petra Reichenbach and Claudia Richter. The book art center 
Halle (b.a.c.H.) sees itself as an open platform for artists and 
designers who are devoted to the medium of books.

b.a.c.H. - book art center Halle
Puschkinstr. 29, 06108 Halle an der Saale, Germany.
Tel 0151-151 268 16. post@bookartcenterhalle.de
http://bookartcenterhalle.de

Nomad
Julia Borissova

The book Le Musée Imaginaire by André Malraux was 
the starting point to my investigation of the collection of 
Latvian museums in relation with the idea of a personal 
imaginary museum. According to the concept outlined by 
Malraux, the Imaginary Museum does not submit to space 
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ancient, others have a particularly digital twist. I’ve captured 
only a core sample. I wanted to process them with eye 
and hand, to visually transmit the grime and stab of these 
communications. I capture but simultaneously obfuscate, 
because too much of this culture relies on the thrill of being 
noticed. …Handset letterpress printing, the process that 
informs my broader creative practice, is slow and deliberate. 
I wrote in my foreword, “Lost in Case is closer to an artist 
book than a collection... I’m working with the concept of 
printing itself: its terminology and actions are historically 
drawn from the human body.” 

Long-time collaborator Angela Gardner wrote a wonderful 
introduction to the book, which you can read at: 
https://carenflorance.com/portfolio/lost-in-case/

Cover by Zöe Sadokierski. $20 AUD, available at: https://
corditebooks.org.au/collections/books/products/lost-in-case

WORK/PLAY - A book about making books.
Constanze Kreiser 
This book on artists’ bookmaking is all about opening-
up borders of space and form by setting new relations via 
colour, captions and collage. Lost analogue technologies. 
Different visual languages. Hybrid mixtures. Comments. 

Text and Images quarrelling. Reflections about how artwork 
develops in an area of playful perserverance. Enriched by 
not so accidental coincidences.
 

and time. It exists in consciousness and does not store 
the works themselves, but the memory of them — images 
processed and reinterpreted by imagination.

Referring to the idea of a nomad and using photography as 
a visual research method, I consider image production as 
the engagement and embodiment of memory. I explore the 
nomadic thinking through a reflexive photographic process, 
which seems to me an echo of the surrounding space that 
creates a connection with it both distant and close.

Handmade edition of 99 numbered and signed copies. 
150 x 200 mm, 100 pages. Facebook page: 
https://www.facebook.com/jb.nomad/
http://www.juliaborissova.ru
Copies can be purchased directly from the artist: 
info@juliaborissova.ru

New from Café Royal Books:

South Wales in the 1970s
Robin Weaver 
02.10.19, 36 pages, 14 x 20 cm, b/w digital. £6  
https://www.caferoyalbooks.com/shop/robin-weaver-south-
wales-in-the-1970s

Lost in Case 
Caren Florance
Cordite Books
Are you feeling helpless and angry? … This book is a shard 
of frustration. It’s a place to process emotion. Angry and 
curious, I recently dived into some dark online spaces that 
I hope one day will be lost, and documented words and 
phrases used about and against women. Many of them are 
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handwritten words, Ink drawing and collage techniques 
2019. http://kunstdenken.de
https://kuenstlerbuecher.wordpress.com

Street Signs
Peter Downsbrough
Published by Coracle
Peter Downsbrough’s photographs of man-hole covers and 
vents in different locations in Europe and the United States.
72pp 160 x 240 offset in b/w, pb with flaps.
ISBN 978-0-906630-59-4. €18. http://coracle.ie/street-signs/

Three new books by Daniel Lehan:

This World Will Never . . .
A riso printed book of picture poems with images cut from 
a wallpaper pattern book. Each copy has a unique cover 
collaged with shapes remaining from printing.
An edition of 30 copies. 16 pages, 27.8 x 25.7 cm, 2019. £14
http://www.daniel-lehan-books.co.uk/shop/

OWLMEN / MENOWLS
OWLMEN / MENOWLS is inspired by a headline – 10 Man 
Owls – in the sports section of a newspaper. The complete 
headline was probably – 10 Man Owls Earn Well Deserved 
Draw. The Owls is the nickname of Sheffield Wednesday 
Football Club, and I’m guessing one of their players must 
have been set off, and despite, that still earning a draw. 
I made collages of owls with men’s heads and was then men 
with owl’s heads.

A fuller description of the genesis of OWLMEN / 
MENOWLS is included in the book, including sightings of 
an Owlman in 1976. A unique pairing of an Owlman and 

It also deals with the possible viewer’s reaction to artwork.
This book balances on the line of alteration from well 
known to something new. The degree of being non 
redundant/original decides about its acceptance: more 
common, more liked. Emotional discomfort being a reason 
to react against the new.

The upcycling of found footage of the last century and from 
a different country to something readable today works as a 
process witness. Do we have more or less curiosity, fear and 
respect before the unknown than in the 1980s? Or still the 
same frustration with the new?
  

23/21 cm ring binding, 60 pages, incl. approx. 20 pp. 
theoretical (mainly engl.) texts. Image processing with 
moveable elements. Unique book. Digital set and print, 
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literature and the material dimension of books. That’s why 
we are not only a publishing house, but also a bookbinding 
and artists’ books workshop as well. This means every copy 
of every edition was conceived and handmade by ourselves. 
As may be expected, our print runs are quite short. 
Every copy is numbered. Some recent books include:

The Life and Deaths of Master Cha
Demian Marín
English translation: Robin Myers
This is both a story and a tea bag. The story is suffused with 
exquisite Eastern aromas, and the taste in your mouth after 
you’ve read it - whether in the original Spanish or in the 
beautiful, meticulous English translation by Robin Myers - 
is unparalleled.

‘I buried the venerable Master Cha’s body on the 
mountaintop for the last time. This way, he had assured me, 
the earth would absorb his remains and produce tea bushes, 
full of the sublime flavours that had distinguished his 
infusions while he was alive’. Bilingual edition, 30 copies.

Kind of Blue
Anaïs Abreu D’Argence
In the artist’s words: 

This piece shows the different hues of emotional pain 
that have inhabited me throughout quite a protracted 
existential crisis.

The title references the album by Miles Davis. Which is 
why it is, in part, dedicated to him. It’s also dedicated to my 
father (a.á), who taught me to listen to music at all levels: 

Manowl figure is held in a wallet on the front page of each 
book. A limited signed edition of 28 copies.
29 x 25.7 cm, 24 pages, 2019. £24 
http://www.daniel-lehan-books.co.uk/shop/

DAWN
A riso printed book made from notes observing dawn rise 
in South London. 66 pages, 19 x 29.5 cm, 2019, £35 
http://www.daniel-lehan-books.co.uk/shop/

Daniel Lehan will also be launching new books at the 
Small Publishers Fair, Conway Hall, London in November  
(see p36 of BAN). http://www.daniel-lehan-books.co.uk

The Little Prince
A fundraising publication by the Estonian Paper and Print 
Museum. 

We will be printing a limited edition of The Little Prince 
by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, using historic letterpress 
technology at the TYPA studio. As an artist-run initiative 
to gather and care for historic printing presses, we will be 
combining this unique technology and one of the most 
notable stories ever published. Using historic craftsmanship 
in homage to the original edition from 1943 will result in a 
book truly like no other. Letterpress edition, €100. 
Back the project before 10th November 2019. 

For more information, visit the campaign page at:
https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/the-little-prince-
letterpress-edition#/

La Dïéresis artisan publishers 
We are a Mexican publishing house committed to 
experimenting with all the aesthetic possibilities that books, 
as objects, may convey. To that end, we work, in every one 
of our editions, to create conjunct works of art, between 



spiritual, mental, emotional. It’s impossible for me to listen 
to Kind of Blue without picturing him, sitting in a green 
arm chair, meditating in absolute silence. I’m right there 
beside him: a five-year-old child, watching him. He’s about 
to cry, but I’m not sure whether it’s out of sadness or simply 
out of love. There has always been a kind of nostalgia in 
how he loves and sees the world.

Over the years, I feel that his voice, like a kind of searching 
music, became a spectrum of blues that colours the past, 
twisting and turning (trapped?) in a spiral. At some point, 
I let myself fall into it, and there I found the void.

I had to connect with my father in order to understand 
him. That’s what it takes for some of us to find ourselves: 
we must return to where we came from.

Artist’s book, edition of five copies. Original watercolour 
paintings on each copy. 

El escenario (The Stage)
Emiliano Álvarez
Ulises Carrión, in The New Art of Making Books, says 
‘A book is a sequence of spaces. Each of these spaces 
is perceived at a different moment - a book is also a 
sequence of moments.’  The same thing happens in a stage 
performance, but in that case, a single space - the stage itself 
- is constantly transformed into other, new spaces, where 
the performance takes place. Emiliano Álvarez’s poem ‘El 
escenario’ draws from a choreography by Pina Bausch. 
Focusing on the encounter between both discourses - 
literature and dance - we decided to make a book that would 
also be a staging. Every copy was screenprinted. Artist’s 
book Spanish edition. 20 copies.

Repetition
Anaïs Abreu D’Argence 
Based on Cristina Rivera Garza. An experiment of concrete 
poetry based on a text by the Mexican writer Cristina Rivera 

Garza, ‘Rewriting, Communality, and Disappropriation’, 
from her book The Restless Dead. This project is dedicated 
to her. Each piece was entirely handmade by the artist and 
writer Anaïs Abreu D’Argence.

For more information, please visit:
https://www.kichink.com/stores/ladieresis/
https://www.facebook.com/pg/ladieresiseditorial/about/
ladieresiseditoral@gmail.com
Tel: +52 55 5672 3601 / + 52 55 51947876
Instagram: la_dieresis

STABS AT ACADEMIA WITH PAINTERS TOOLS 
Ryan Gander
MÖREL
Mörel is delighted to annouce 60 copies of Ryan Gander’s 
latest book - each book is signed, numbered and with a 
hand annotation.

Designed to mimic Ryan Gander’s annotated copy of the 
Vintage Classic edition of Italo Calvino’s ‘If on a winter’s 
night a traveller’ (1979), STABS AT ACADEMIA WITH 
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PAINTERS TOOLS is typeset in Set in Stone; a typeface 
invented by the artist and produced by Adrien Vasquez of 
John Morgan Studio. The typeface is based on a collection 
of stones found by the artist’s children on a beach near 
their family home. The artist has reapplied his original 
annotations using an oversized brush and black 
calligraphy ink.

EDITION OF 60 - signed and numbered. Each copy 
includes a hand drawn annotation by the artist. 
129 x 189 mm, 272 pages with belly band. £60. Available at: 
https://morelbooks.com/collections/bookshop/products/
ryan-gander

Gloria Glitzer has launched four new artists’ publications:

If You Lived Here is a publication in collaboration with 
Josephin Ritschel. It deals with the gap between dream and 
reality and the question of how and under what conditions 
we can and want to live. It also poses the question of 
the prerequisites.

20x28cm, 34 pages, 8 colour Risography book with 
offset printed cover + UV varnish, french flaps, bound & 
assembled by hand, first edition of 200 copies. €24
https://www.gloriaglitzer.com/shop/if-you-lived-here

A new issue of our About Series. No. 10 will feature an 
exhibition by Philip Tomaru. Titled Central Tendencies, this 
exhibition critically questions the aspect of standardisation 
and categorisation of the human being and the dangerous 
idea of perfection. 21 × 29.7 cm (open 84 × 29.7 cm), 
offset leporello with five-colour Risograph 36 paged booklet, 
hand bound, print run 100, 2019. €9
https://www.gloriaglitzer.com/shop/about-series-10

Cosy Complex is a call to be more self-conscious and asks 
the question about the others. What is their work worth and 
how does it behave with me. Cosy Complex is also dedicated 
to Jam Rostron and a thank-you for zir great music. 

2 publications, 8.5 x 12 cm, 18 pages each, Leporello fold, 
Offset + UV varnish, scored and assembled by hand, first 
edition of 220 copies, 2019. €14
https://www.gloriaglitzer.com/shop/cosy-complex

Good bye, Bastard deals with the farewell of a piece of art 
and the conditions under which artistic work takes place, 
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about the love for objects and the difficulty to let go of them 
and about unfulfilled expectations. 13.5 x 19.5 cm, 32pages, 
2 color Risography, stapled, first edition of 100 copies. €8
https://www.gloriaglitzer.com/shop/goodbye-bastard

7S
Jen Bervin
Granary Books
7S, or Seven Silks, is a project by Jen Bervin that elaborates 
upon the research and writings that inform Silk Poems - a 
long-form poem presented as a biosensor made from 
liquefied silk, developed in collaboration with Tufts 
University’s Silklab. This project exists as a publication by 
Nightboat Books, and as the artist’s book offered now for the 
first time publicly by Granary Books.

The research and writing for this project unfolded over the 
course of six years (2010–2016), with the expertise of more 
than thirty international textile archives, medical libraries, 
nanotechnology and biomedical labs, and sericulture sites in 
North America, Europe, the Middle East, and Asia.

A key collaboration occurred with scientists David 
Kaplan and Fiorenzo Omenetto at the Tufts University 
Bioengineering Department, who pioneered reverse-
engineered liquefied silk and new uses for it. Among these: 
an implantable biosensor on nanoimprinted clear silk film 
to monitor blood chemistry.

Elaborating on this component of their research, Bervin 
wrote a poem to be inscribed on the silk biosensor. The 
form of the poem strand is modelled on silk at the DNA 
level - the six-character repeat in the silk genome is the 
basis for the poem’s six-letter line. The shape of the strand 
reflects both the filament deposition pattern that silkworms 
create when making their cocoon, as well as the beta sheet 
structures of silk proteins, both of which form like the weft 
thread in weaving. At Tufts University Silklab, the poem was 
fabricated in nanoscale using a mask to etch the poem in 
gold spatter on a wafer. Reverse-engineered liquid silk was 
then poured over the wafer, and when the silk dried, the 
letters remained suspended in the clear film. 

The project stems from Bervin’s belief that poems have work 
to do: that reading such a biosensor inside the body is not a 
neutral context, but rather one pre-inscribed with concern 
about health and mortality, written in a material with a 
significant international history.

The poem acts as a kind of talisman, written from the 
perspective of the silkworm, addressed to the person with 
the silk biosensor implanted in their body. 

Silk Poems was a New Museum Book of the Year, a finalist 
for the Lambda Literary Award, and has been exhibited at 
MASS MoCA; Artisterium, Tbilisi; Rhode Island School of 
Design; Tufts University Art Galleries, University of Hong 
Kong, and elsewhere. This project is supported by Tufts 
Silklab, a Creative Capital Grant, a Bogliasco Foundation 
Fellowship, a Montalvo Art Center LAP Fellowship, and the 
Rauschenberg Residency.

7S, the artist’s book edition, comprises an archival box 
containing two prints on silk fabric - the poem strand 
printed on silk, folded; a photograph of a silk cocoon 
printed on silk - a signed copy of Silk Poems by Jen Bervin; a 
Bombyx Mori cocoon in glass jar, a vial with a scroll printed 
on silk, a vial with a skein of silk thread, a glass vial of liquid 
silk fibroin, and a colophon. The box measures 5 1/4” x 6 
1/2” x 12 1/2.”

Published in 2018, this is the first time the work has been 
widely offered. Boxed edition of 100 signed copies. 
Price: $2125.00 Available to purchase at: 
https://www.granarybooks.com/book/1195/Jen_Bervin+7S/
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A Bombyx Mori cocoon in glass jar, a vial with a skein of silk 
thread, a vial with a scroll printed on silk, and a vial of liquid silk 
fibroin, from artist’s book edition. Photo: Granary Books



A new artist book by Joelle Webber of Mermaid Bindery:
STARS
And first an hour... 
Poems by Emily Bronte. A sculptural celebration of Emily 
Bronte’s wonderful land, sea and star-scapes.

Initially, this work was designed as a codex, with dark 
and angry colours, intended to display the emotional 
discomfort of the poems. A woman recognising her world 
and relationships in more illuminated terms and wanting 
desperately to go back to her safe, starry delusions. Having 
resolved such difficult revelations in my own life, the design 
was revisited, and led to a sculptural celebration of Emily 
Bronte’s wonderful land, sea and starscapes.

And first an hour... was added as a curiously similar 
counterpoint to Stars. The imagery and word choice of each 
line of And first an hour..., corresponds quite closely with 
the stanzas of Stars. Both poems follow a similar visual and 
philosophical thread, but while STARS faithfully yearns for 
the night sky, And first an hour... ends in honouring our own 
star, the sun. Suggesting that, once the inner struggle 
is over, illumination is not so terrible after all.

More information can be found at: 
https://www.mermaidbindery.com/artist-books.html

Milk Report 
Conway and Young

Milk Report, is a print piece recording the hours and 
minutes Young spent breastfeeding during the first six-
months after giving birth. This totalled 720 hours and 7 

minutes. This is accompanied by a narrative text exploring 
the politics of care through the lens of breastfeeding.

Seeking full remuneration for the labour-intensive work 
undertaken, based on the National Living Wage of £8.21 
per hour, an edition of 720 copies of Milk Report have been 
printed to be sold for £8.21 each. This will equate to a wage 
of £5916.95 once all of the Milk Reports are sold.

This publication was launched during Spike Open Studios 
2019 in Bristol, UK at the Milk Bar. Each publication 
purchased was served with a free milkshake to encourage 
folk to stick around and discuss the politics of care with us. 

Copies can be ordered directly by emailing: 
conwayandyoung@hotmail.co.uk 
http://conwayandyoung.com
@CONWAYandYOUNG
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Milk Bar, Conway and Young, Spike Island, Bristol, England, 2019
© Martin Parr / Magnum Photos
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Umiarissaat
Nancy Campbell
Internationales Künstlerhaus Villa Concordia has 
commissioned a letterpress broadside from Halle-based 
designer and printer Annegret Frauenlob to commemorate 
a new series of German translations by Hans Jürgen 
Balmes of Arctic poems by Nancy Campbell, a current 
Literature Fellow. 

The broadside (40 x 60 cm) features a two-colour woodcut 
by Annegret Frauenlob, and dual language text handset in 
Candida and printed on Zerkall Bütten in an edition of 100 
copies, each of which is numbered and signed by the artist 
and authors. Umiarissaat (‘The Seal People’) is taken from 
Nancy Campbell’s collection Disko Bay (Enitharmon Press, 
2015) and reproduced by kind permission of the publishers.

Umiarissaat is priced £50 or €60 inc. p&p. Available from 
Internationales Künstlerhaus Villa Concordia (Germany) 
https://www.villa-concordia.de/ or Nancy Campbell (UK) 
http://nancycampbell.co.uk/contact/

New books by Philippa Wood:

More inside
Content from the instagram feed of @christophertwigg 
inspired this one-sheet book as it explores hand-written 
signage and instructions from shops, cafes and public 
spaces.

Using newsprint and rubber stamping to reflect a traditional 
till receipt, this 12pp book includes screen-printed elements 
to reflect the vernacular. Edition of 28. £4 each

Pattern books
Based on a concept originally developed with Angie Butler 
of ABPress for a series of pin badges, these tiny pattern 



books utilise vintage dress-making patterns from the 1970s 
to explore a range of pattern making. From spirograph to 
rubber stamping to typewriter – each book is unique.
Machine stitched. Open edition. £4 each

http://www.the-case.co.uk
Please contact Philippa Wood for further information: 
philliwood@icloud.com

Kept
Tamar MacLellan & Philippa Wood
The Caseroom Press 
Kept is the second book in a trilogy that seeks to explore 
the theme of found objects unearthed within the domestic 
garden. Whilst the first book focused on pottery fragments, 
this edition explores the broader context of recovered items 
and draws upon experiences of friends and colleagues 
who supplied information via a questionnaire. Findings 
were more widespread, and the book explores not only 
what was recovered from the earth, but also historical data 
which relates to either the object itself, or the location of 
its discovery. Personal thoughts and memories form an 
additional narrative, and responses from participants 
helped inform the selection of colour, mark making and 
page layout. 

This collaborative book is French-folded and digitally 
printed on 120gsm tracing paper; it is formed of pen and 
ink line drawings on self-adhesive labels, monoprinted 
pages, newsprint tip-ins, and a die-cut cover with a machine 

stitched binding. £15 each. Please contact Philippa Wood 
for further information: philliwood@icloud.com

http://www.the-case.co.uk
https://meetinginthemiddleblog.wordpress.com

Book works by Ravikumar Kashi:

Figure of speech
There are so many voices around me. Some are angry and 
aggressive, some are soft, sensitive and gentle; a few are 
voices of victims, while others are lost in their own world. 
There are also differences in their tone: from silence to 
whisper to yelling, the range is vast. I have tried to give a 
visual character to each of these voices in this work.

The form of loud speaker used in this work becomes a 
visual metaphor for these varied voices. Various forms and 
variations of loud speakers have been created to visually 
interpret these voices and experiences. I have used metal,
cloth, wood, cotton, leather, plastic, paper, wax, grease, 
feather and so on. Each material has a connotative meaning 
which I have integrated into the work. Now more than any 
other period of time, these voices seem to be fighting for 
space and attention, and I find myself compelled to respond 
to them. To me, there is also a certain vulnerability in these 
voices and hence they are delicately held in place by thin 
wires. All of this ties in with my overarching interest in 
meaning making in visual arts.

Membrane
My mother passed away few months ago. By the time she 
died, she was 79 years old and I could see that over the years 
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her skin had paled, freckled and wrinkled. Aging had made 
its mark on her. Compared to her my skin is less wrinkled, 
but the signs of aging are there. But it is definitely more 
wrinkled than my daughters skin. I’m fascinated with the 
idea of looking at the skin as a landscape, a landscape which 
has retained the witness of time passing by.

It dies and renews itself on a daily basis. It is a membrane 
which separates the inside from outside. But it also 
communicates the inner workings of the body / being to the 
outer world. It is a bridge but also a separator.

These photographs have been taken on my Redmi Note 4 
phone in ‘Mirror’ mode over a period of several months. 
Mirror mode brings a sense of magic and surprise but also a 
resemblance to the body because of symmetrical sides. 
I have taken pictures of folds of the skin in my foot and 
hands but they can suggest many things depending on the 
viewer. I want them to suggest ageing, gravity, melancholy, 
eroticism and mystery. Over and above everything a 
playfulness in looking at our bodies.

White Memories
Ravikumar Kashi’s work explores the role of objects, the 
kind of meanings they bring to our lives and examine how 
they shape our desire and destiny. He uses handmade 
papers made of various fibres in his work. In the set of 
works, cast in cotton rag pulp, being shown in the India 
Art Fair, he is dealing with the phenomenon of objects’ life 
cycle. In present day scenario objects lose their relevance 
and become relics very quickly. What was relegated 
becomes a white haze in no time. In this series of white on 
white relief drawings titled ‘White memories’ he brings to 
the fore objects from our past. Though in its whiteness these 
drawings are devoid of nostalgia they are a reminder of the 
cyclical nature of things. By giving a place to these objects 
in his works he snatches them from certain death and 
memorialises them. - Lina Vincent

Cast cotton rag pulp, 9”x 9” and 9”x 11”. 2019.

Singing along with my mom 
‘Singing along with my mom’ is a deeply personal project. 
My mother passed away few months ago and I’m yet to 
come to terms with the loss. This project is my way of 
remembering her and finding closure.

My mother had learnt singing in her youth and had the 
habit of writing down the songs and their raga notations 
in Kannada language in her diaries. At home she would 
sing every day, and as a child, I would sing with her; this 
was her introspection time, perhaps it was also her tool to 
bear the grunt of household chores. Some of the songs were 
bhava geete (lyrical songs) and many were devotional songs. 
Though some of the bhava geete revealed her sense of joy 
in simple things, her devotional songs spoke of her fear of 
the unknown, as well as her pain, anguish, desperation, 
and above all, her belief in a supreme being. They also 
spoke of her ennui of the routine of everyday and hoped for 
deliverance. Every day she would light a lamp at the altar to 
God and sing.

I have photographed her song books and used them as a 
base to build the imagery. In some books, the content of the 
song is related to the imagery and in others it is not. Being 
an atheist I had a complex/troubled relationship with her 
beliefs, but it has not come in the way of my loving and 
empathizing with her. It is a tribute to my mother’s tenacity 
against all the odds that life threw at her. As I was doing 
these works, I realised that if you remove the ‘religion’ 
aspect, all the fears, turbulence and hope are within me as 
well, and I’m singing along with her.

These works were done during my residency time in 
Belforte del Chienti artist commune, Terra dellÁrte, in 
Italy which offered me ample time to be with myself in 
peaceful, natural surroundings and the necessary solitude
to do this work.

http://ravikashi.com

New books by Joachim Schmid:

Il Mare
A meditation on the sea and our ideas about the sea in 
the course of its exploration, inspired by a secondhand 
paperback I discovered in a street vendor’s wave-like pile 
of books in Rome. 2019, digital print, b/w, 14.8 x 10.5 cm, 
240 pages, softcover, sewn. 100 copies. 24 €
http://www.lumpenfotografie.de/2019/09/01/il-mare/

Around the World in Eighty Minutes
A World Expo may have made sense a century ago but 
since the invention of television the idea seems obsolete. 
In Shanghai, China, the basic premise is to wait in lines; 
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incredibly long lines. Occasionally, a speaker system 
announces three hours waiting time for this pavilion, 
seven hours here, five hours there. Queuing for hours to 
visit something I never wanted to see is not my idea of 
fun. Yet here I am, with a group of students I’m obliged 
to accompany, watching our tour guide hand out hats to 
make sure we look as ridiculous as every other tour group. 
Fortunately, it isn’t long before I lose them but what do 
you do in a world exhibition filled with several hundred 
thousand Chinese? Over a cup of coffee I forge a plan: 
Around the World in Eighty Minutes.

The plan is to walk around the site without entering a single 
pavilion. In front of each pavilion, I take a self-portrait in 
the style of the modern tourist: camera at arm’s length with 
the attraction behind me. “I was there,” the picture says. So 
I don my hat and begin the journey, visiting about eighty 
countries and spending only a minute in each without even 
pausing to examine the pictures. I miss a country or two, 
but that’s to be expected when you travel in a rush.

This book has been out of print for a while. Because of 
ongoing demand a second edition is available now.
2019, digital print, colour, 14.8 x 10.5 cm, 180 pages, 
softcover, sewn, 50 copies. 24 €
http://www.lumpenfotografie.de/2019/08/06/around-the-
world-in-eighty-minutes-3/

Little Portraits
Samuel Little is a serial killer who was convicted of the 
murders of three women in California between 1987 and 
1989 and one woman in Texas in 1994. He serves a lifelong 
sentence. In the spring of 2018, Little was hoping to move 
prisons. In exchange for a move, he was willing to talk. 
He remembers his victims and the killings in great detail. 
Little provided portraits of many of the women he killed. 
Some of these portraits have already helped identify victims. 
In total, Little confessed to ninety killings. Authorities have 
confirmed thirty-four of them. There are still a number of 
confessions that remain uncorroborated.

In 2019, the Federal Bureau of Investigation released 
twenty-six of Little’s portraits of unidentified victims.
2019, digital print, colour, 14.8 x 10.5 cm, 64 pages, 
softcover, sewn, 100 copies. 16 €
http://www.lumpenfotografie.de/2019/08/15/little-portraits/

New from Roma Publications:

Fragments of a Conversation with a Counterfeiter
Diego Tonus & Anonymous
Roma Publication 374
Diego Tonus translated informal encounters he had with 
an alleged counterfeiter into separate artworks. Each holds 
a secret within. It is a work so simple in its conception, but 
complex in what it does. The series of works meticulously 
follows a trajectory or narrative of suspicion that gradually 
unfolds, yet at the same time continues to carry an air of 
mystery. This publication serves as legal document and 
body of proof that Tonus has registered the practices and 
strategies of Anonymous as his ideas in the register of the 

Benelux Office for Intellectual Property, in order to make 
them available to an international audience. 

Design: Dongyoung Lee. ISBN 9789492811660. €28. 
https://www.romapublications.org

Borrowed Space
Marc Nagtzaam
Roma Publication 376

Textless newspaper with drawn compositions, borrowed 
from existing book pages. Edition 500 copies. €14. 
https://www.romapublications.org

The Best Estimation in the World
Sonia Farmer 
Poinciana Paper Press
Portrayed as interviews with employees at a resort 
development, these poems examine the effect of the tourism 
industry on Bahamian identity. 
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Limited-edition copies of the book and a letterpress-printed 
broadside celebrating its launch are available for purchase. 
If you would like to order a copy of the book or the 
broadsides, please email: sonia@poincianapaperpress.com 
for more information. Print-on-demand copies of The Best 
Estimation in the World are also available through Amazon 
(they do not include letterpress-printed book covers). 

https://sonia-farmer.com
@poincianapaperpress

Print to Sew Version of Book Restoration Unveiled by 
Sophia S.W. Bogle
‘A Modern Twist on an Old Bookbinding Practice’
A review by Elsi Vassdal Ellis
What was once a common way to buy books in the 1700s, 
can now be experienced with a new modern twist. Back 
then, when you walked into a bookstore, a book was 
purchased in a set of signatures temporarily tacked together 
with simple sewing and a paper cover. This rudimentary 
structure could then be turned over to your favorite 
bookbinder and bound to aesthetically match the rest of 
your library. 

When Book Restoration Unveiled, An Essential Guide for 
Bibliophiles was published, the author, Sophia S.W. Bogle, 
made three options available: the perfect-bound paperback 
edition with French flaps, an e-book version, and a Print-
to-Sew format (think of it as a digital version of a book 
in sheets). When I asked her how she came up with the 
Print-to-Sew idea, she told me: “I really wanted to bind my 
own copy.  Then I realized that I knew a lot of bookbinders 
who might also like to bind their own, especially since it is a 
book about books.”

Her book was reviewed for the Guild of Book Workers June 
2019 newsletter by Peter Verheyen of the Book Arts Web, 
The Bone Folder, and the Book_Arts-L list-serve. Here is an 
excerpt from that review: “Book Restoration Unveiled fills 
a niche in the literature that “lifts the veil” on books, the 
repair trades including restoration and conservation, and 
bookselling in a way that is very clear and understandable. 

It pragmatically explains the nuances, provides many 
examples of why something might be treated, or not, and 
provides much needed context. Fears of effusive “every 
book is sacred” were quickly put to rest as the author 
systematically worked her way through the process, greatly 
enhancing it with interviews and case studies that are not 
often found in books of this nature. Some of these topics 
could quickly become contentious in discussions between 
the practitioners, but the author handles this deftly by 
providing context, caveats, and options, making this a book 
that collectors, practitioners, and sellers should have in their 
reference collections.” You can read the extended version of 
Verheyen’s review at http://bonefolderextras.blogspot.com/
search/label/Book%20Review

What do you get when you purchase the Print-to-Sew 
version for $14.99? You will be able to download 19 PDFs, 
one for each signature as well as photographs for the front 
and back covers. Your purchase gives you the rights to 
print three copies of the book. If you are a teacher and want 
additional copies, contact Sophia for permission. Once the 
PDFs have been downloaded, you can print them yourself 
or go through a printing service. The PDFs are designed to 
fit Letter (8.5 x 11 inches) or A4 paper sizes. The margins 
are big enough that you could trim the text block once sewn. 
PDFs one through eighteen are set up to be printed front 
and back in black-and-white. PDF nineteen is meant to be 
printed in color. The quality of the printing and paper are up 
to you. One technical issue to consider is that most standard 
printer paper does not have the correct grain direction for 
binding purposes. Typically they are cut to be grain long so 
you may want to special order paper cut grain short.

Once printed, your copy of the book can be bound however 
you prefer. Currently, the Print-to-Sew version comes 
without any binding instructions. If you do bind a copy, post 
a photo on Facebook or Instagram and tag #saveyourbooks. 
Maybe seeing this Print-to-Sew version will inspire other 
authors and publishers to offer their books this way. This is a 
direct link to where it can be found: https://saveyourbooks.
com/product/Print-to-Sew-version-of-book-restoration-
unveiled/

Sophia has been restoring books professionally for over 
twenty-five years and has a diploma in book conservation 
from the American Academy of Bookbinding. She is 
passionate about teaching archival methods of book repair 
through https://saveyourbooks.com

Elsi Vassdal Ellis taught design production and book arts 
at Western Washington University for 40 years, retiring 
in June 2017. She has produced over 145 editions via 
offset, letterpress and digital printing, and 127 unique 
books since 1983. Her work is permanently housed in 145 
public collections. Some of it can be can be viewed now 
at: http://23sandy.com/works/?s=Elsi+Vassdal+Ellis&po
st_type=product and soon at http://www.evepress.net

Women’s Studio Workshop is excited to announce the 
three most recent titles from our artist’s book publishing 
programme:
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Paper Paper Film  
Imin Yeh
Paper Paper Film by Imin Yeh is a paper sculpture facsimile 
of a box set of educational films on Paper and Gravure 
Printing, published by Meridian Educational Films in 1983. 
The original box set was found in a storage closet within 
Carnegie Mellon University’s School of Art Print Studios. 
Through the creation of this laboriously handmade physical 
copy, the artist transforms an outdated tool for education 
into an art object in direct conversation with the power 
structures of how, why, and what is archived.

Read more on our blog: https://wsworkshop.org/2019/07/
imin-yeh-paper-paper-film/

Purchase at our bookstore:
https://wsworkshop.org/collection/paper-paper-film/

where are we now
Kyung Eun You
where are we now by Kyung Eun You is based on the artist’s 
memories in the aftermath of her mother’s passing in Los 
Angeles in 2009. Her family had emigrated from Korea 
a few years before. Images in the book depict moments 
in her struggle with grief, depression, and her father’s 
alcohol abuse. Repeated imagery reflects the recurrence 
of events – how the artist dealt with the frequency of her 
father’s alcoholic behaviours, and the cyclical return of the 
memories after moving away from home. 

Read more on our blog: https://wsworkshop.org/2019/10/
kyung-eun-you-where-are-we-now/

Purchase at our bookstore:
https://wsworkshop.org/collection/where-are-we-now/

The Sun Is Shining, But I Don’t Trust It
Kate Horvat 
The Sun Is Shining, But I Don’t Trust It by Kate Horvat 
dialogues a year of news in the era of Trump, beginning 
November 2017 and ending after the historic 2018 midterm 
election as a record-breaking number of women were 
elected into the U.S. Congress. Source images are front 
webpage screen captures collected from four major U.S. 
news sources: CNN, MSNBC, FOX NEWS, AND NPR. 
Monoprint layers combined with brash headlines and noisy 
imagery are meant to mimic the pace of the exhausting 
24-hour news cycle. 

Read more on our blog: https://wsworkshop.org/2019/07/
kate-horvat-the-sun-is-shining-but-i-dont-trust-it/

Purchase at our bookstore:
https://wsworkshop.org/collection/the-sun-is-shining-but-i-
dont-trust-it/

Since 1974, Women’s Studio Workshop has provided over 
200 artists, both emerging and established, with studio 
facilities and technical expertise to produce handmade, 
limited edition artists’ books. WSW’s artists’ books are 
held in institutional and private collections world-wide, 
including over 300 universities and museums, and nine 
repositories.https://wsworkshop.org

REPORTS & REVIEWS

Feuilles & Merveilles, Musée Médard, 2019
A review by Barry McKay
Between April and September the Musée Médard in Lunel 
(Hérault, France) presented an exhibition of decorated 
papers: Feuilles & Merveilles. L’univers des papiers décorés 
[Leaves and wonders: the universe of decorated papers] which 
by-and-large concentrated on two distinct aspects and eras 
of the craft: practitioners of the very modern, and papers 
used for bookbinding in the eighteenth century.
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The examples displayed, be they sheets or bindings, were 
complemented by a video which showed the working 
techniques of several of the artists represented on the walls. 
This video, when seen in the context of the exhibition, 
reminded the viewer that such decorated papers can be, in 
Diderot’s words, “little works of art.”

Also shown was some of the wonderful work of Marie-Ange 
Doizy; those familiar with her skills will not be surprised 
that she was described in the exhibition handbook as “une 
spécialiste émérite des papiers décorés.”

There was also a case of bookbindings employing decorated 
papers and deemed by the judges of a competition as 
meritorious. These included a binding by Rose-Marie 
Dath where multi-leaf endpapers in a leporello form and 
decorated in a variety of ways were employed to good effect. 
I was also rather attracted to the elegant simplicity of a 
binding by Kathy Adelman.

One of the display cases included a copy of the original 
edition of M. Fictenberg’s Nouveau manual complet du 
fabricant de papiers de fantaisie, (Paris 1852). Clearly only 
one page of the samples could be displayed, but the museum 
thoughtfully provided - for those of us unfortunate enough 
not to possess a copy of the original (or even the recent Oak 
Knoll reprint) – a tablet with all the samples shown on a 
continuous loop.

The modern examples comprised two sheets each from a 
dozen paper decorators (eleven French and one Belgian) 
who worked in a variety of techniques, mainly marbled or 
paste paper, or occasionally employing multiple techniques. 
All of the exhibitors were well worthy of being represented, 
but I was particularly drawn to the work of Sylvie Hournon 
from Foix who provided two of the more striking examples. 
[See Images 1 & 2] One, a paste-painted sheet which, while 
undeniably dramatic, was perhaps a tad busy for my taste. 
Her second exhibit, however, offered a mixed media sheet 
where a red coloured suminagshi base was overlaid with 
diagonal stripes of a contrasting colour, perhaps applied by 
paste-soaked cord. I could gleefully have made off with it.

Hervé Dugas of Marseille offered two equally dramatic 
examples of paste papers where an underlying colour was 
over-worked with a combed pattern further enhanced by 
additional working with several simple tools, [Image 3, 
below] while Thomas Braun of Strasbourg showed two 
positive/negative examples of dominotier paper combining 
a slender tree motif with parallel lines. [Image 4, overleaf]
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Image 2, detail of work by Sylvie Hournon. Photo: Barry McKay

Image 1, detail of work by Sylvie Hournon. Photo: Barry McKay
Image 3, detail of work by Hervé Dugas. Photo: Barry McKay



Splendid though these examples of more modern 
work were, I fear that they were, for me at least, rather 
overshadowed by the riches on show on the first floor. For 
after ascending the stairs I was greeted by many display 
cases filled with examples of French dominotier papers, 
mainly of the second half of the eighteenth century and 
drawn largely from the collection of Valérie Hubert. 
Although these were largely used on bookbindings, 
several boxes lined with such papers remind us that 
decorated papers have a long tradition of use outside the 
world of books.

My eyes feasted upon volumes covered with dominotier 
paper, often retaining part of the manufacturer’s name 
or place of work, including several examples worked 
over printers’ waste. What were the reasons for re-using 
such ‘waste’ paper, and why did the binders’ not cut off 
the makers’ names? Paper was undoubtedly expensive, 
which may go some way to explaining the re-use of waste. 
Presumably the contemporary purchasers of the volumes so 
covered did not find the use of such papers unacceptable as 
otherwise they would have soon fallen out of use. Equally 
it could be that such volumes were issued in what were 
intended as purely interim bindings that were visually 
attractive in order to catch the eye of the would-be buyer, 
who would normally have been expected to have the 
volumes rebound to suit their taste. Whatever situation 
applied we can be grateful that so many have survived, 
for they preserve for us splendid examples of what is still 
a largely under-researched aspect of bookbinding history. 
Two of the exhibited bindings were covered with papers that 
would not have looked out of place at the famous Art Deco 
exhibition of 1925, [Images 5 & 6] while others called to 
mind the Curwen papers of the mid-twentieth century.

Pride of place in this section of the exhibition, to this 
reviewer at least, went to a conjugate pair of endleaves 
from a paper decorator in Luxembourg; not a country that 
immediately comes to mind when thinking of such papers. 
Here the binder has clearly cut the sheet in such a way that 
they form part of his design and thus preserves the source of 
the paper for future generations. [Image 7] 
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Image 4, detail of work by Thomas Braun. Photo: Barry McKay

Image 5, Block printed Point de Hongrie motif, late 18C (Valérie 
Hubert Collection). Photo: Barry McKay

Image 6, Dominotier paper late 18 or early 19C (Musée des 
Civilization, Marseille). Photo: Barry McKay

Image 7, Dominotier paper Luxembourg 19C (Valérie Hubert  
Collection). Photo: Barry McKay



Finally, a mannequin was clothed with a variety of modern 
decorated papers in a life-size re-interpretation of the 
famous engraving by Martin Engelbrecht (1684-1756) of 
Une Dominotière. [Image 8]

The staff at the museum were warm and gracious in their 
welcome and the exhibition was a great treat and well worth 
the detour; however, parking in Lunel could have been 
easier, but then we did visit it on a Saturday when there 
was a market on.

Barry McKay, September 2019
Appleby-in-Westmorland, UK
http://barrymckayrarebooks.org

From Valeri Burov artist’s book exhibitions curator, 
Russia: Friends and colleagues,
As 2019 is coming to a close, I would like to tell you about 
our activities over this last year.

In April, we opened in Kirov (Vyatka) the next exhibition 
of artworks in the format of the artist’s book “The Seasons”. 
The exhibition was attended by over sixty artists from 
Russian cities and foreign countries, who presented more 
than 80 books to the public, most of which were made 
specifically for our exhibition and are unique.

The project’s participants included artists from the UK, 
Italy, USA, Iceland, Egypt, Pakistan, Norway, Denmark, 
Belarus…

Upon completion of this project, on 15th June we opened 
a new exhibition in Kazan, the capital of the Republic of 
Tatarstan. It took place in the M. Gorky museum. The works 
for this project were selected from previous exhibitions, 
with a total of 73 books by 51 creators.

When preparing the project, it was joined by about 20 artists 
of the Republic of Tatarstan, who showed their books. The 
exhibition turned out to be diverse and interesting. It was 
visited by several thousand book lovers from Russia and 
foreign countries.

In late September, this collection was shown as part of 
a cultural exchange in seven European capitals (Prague, 
Vienna, Warsaw, Paris...), and in mid-October the books 
from this project were exhibited in the new cultural centre 
of Kazan in the Tatar National Book House, where they also 
received public interest.

The final “chord” of our activities in 2019 was the 
demonstration of the Seasons project in the A. Likhanov 
Children’s and Youth Library, which was visited with interest 
by pupils and students.

In 2020, we plan to hold two exhibitions. The first will be 
of works in the format of the artist’s book, its theme is Love 
and Music, and the second is an international exhibition of 
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Image 8, Decorated paper dress Musée Medard, Lunel. 
Photo: Barry McKay

A group of participants at the opening of the Kazan exhibition, 
Valeri Burov is at third in from the right.

Detail of the exhibition cases. Photo: Valeri Burov
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graphic artists. The deadline for submitting books to Love 
and Music is 30th March 2020. See the call on page 33 of the 
BAN for details.

We invite you to take part in our projects.
Valeri Burov, project curator.

For more information please contact Valeri Burov at: 
valeriburov@yandex.ru 
For general information: http://artistsbook.ru/en/
For information on both project calls visit: 
http://artistsbook.ru/en/Projects/

STOP PRESS! 
 

Let’s Go Outside!
Spark Gallery, Denver, USA
Until 17th November 2019
Alicia Bailey is exhibiting her work at Spark Gallery in 
Denver. The show includes both one of a kind and limited 
edition artist’s book works celebrating outdoor activities and 
spaces, some big, some small, in the American West.

First Friday: November 1, 6-9pm
Last Look: November 17, 1-4pm

Alicia will also be at the gallery: 
November 2 - 12-5
November 8 - 12-5
November 9 - 12-5
November 14 - 12-5
November 15 - 5-9

Spark Gallery 
900 Santa Fe Drive, Denver, CO 80204, USA.
https://www.sparkgallery.com

The Glove Paintings of One Shoe Mickey 
Hart Club, London, UK
14th - 24th November 2019
Hart Club & Liver & Lights presents the Legendary Glove 
Paintings of One Shoe Mickey, and other works by him, 
collectively comprising Liver & Lights No 56 - 58.

Liver and Lights is the collective name for the many 
interrelated projects  of the artist John Bently, including, 
paintings, mischief, poetry, props, stage sets, costumes 
and legendary musical performances  with the band 
bonesandtheaft, also incorporating  the Liver & Lights series 
of artists’ publications, being 58 volumes in 38 years so far.

The current Liver and Lights project is called One Shoe 
Mickey and started out three years ago as a collection 
of lost gloves found on the streets of London and made 
into a costume. The costume, when worn by the artist, 
becomes transformed into the character One Shoe Mickey, 
a heartbroken former refugee. His sanity seemingly 
unravelled by the horrors of the Long Road, he believes 
the gloves are his lost family. Renowned filmmaker Chiara 
Ambrosio filmed him forlornly trudging the wealthy 
Bloomsbury streets attempting to reunite the gloves with 
their lost partners, which you can see here: 
https://vimeo.com/268938724

Back in his cardboard home, he makes many paintings of 
the gloves which he hopes will help to reunite them with 
their lost partners. In doing so Mickey receives a mysterious 
revelation that there is a One True Glove somewhere 
out there in the city that will unite all the gloves and 
heal all the divisions in the world by melting the borders 
between nations, creeds, colours and religions. The band 
bonesandtheaft, empathising with his plight, recently 
created an album of songs to tell his story, with Mickey’s 
words set to music composed by Ian Mckean. They also 
created two artists’ books containing all the lyrics and the 
paintings made by Mickey, being Liver & Lights nos 56 & 57.

This exhibition at Hart Club gallery contains all the 
paintings made by Mickey and a new book written by him, 
Liver & Lights No 58: The Burger of Truth.

Private View - Thursday 14th November 6 - 9 pm (a free 
copy of Liver & Lights No 58 for the first 30 visitors on the 
night…)

bonesandtheaft will give a special performance of the 
One Shoe Mickey song cycle on Friday 22nd November 
2019, at 7pm. Contact: hanksoake@gmail.com

Alicia Bailey, Roots



Hart Club, 95 Westminster Bridge Rd, London, SE1 7HR, 
UK. Thurs - Sun from 11am - 7pm. https://hartclub.org  

Liver & Lights No 58 - The Burger of Truth

A carved rubber stamp book in an edition of 63 copies only; 
a labour of love on recycled brown paper. 30 copies will 
be given out free to the first thirty people who come to the 
private view of the forthcoming exhibition at Hart Club, 
The Glove Paintings of One Shoe Mickey, leaving 
approximately 30 copies for sale at £20 (inc. p&p). Paypal to 
https://www.paypal.com/paypalme2/bonesandtheaft

https://liverandlights.blogspot.com

FLAT - Fiera Libro Arte Torino
(Turin art book fair)
1st - 3rd November 2019
La Centrale Nuvola Lavazza, Turin, Italy
International event dedicated to contemporary art 
publications: exhibitions, book launches and meetings with 
professionals and headliners from the art publishing scene.

FLAT includes the exhibition:
Maurizio Nannucci  - THIS SENSE OF OPENESS
1st - 3rd November 2019
La Centrale Nuvola Lavazza, Turin, Italy
Curated by Elena Volpato, this exhibition provides an 
overview of the endless open field outside traditional art 
forms in which Nannucci has tested his creativity. He has 
freed his expression from pre-established grids, opening up 
to the most varied disciplines: from Concrete and Sound 

Poetry to music, and even touching on areas of scientific 
knowledge. On display are various types of editions and 
multiples made by Nannucci in more than fifty years of 
work between 1967 and 2019. For the first time, hundreds 
of pieces can be seen in one place, with this broad selection 
of artist’s books, magazines, discs, catalogues, posters, 
postcards, prints, neon lights, multiples and ephemera of all 
kinds.
On the occasion of the exhibition, Maurizio Nannucci 
expands on his work in conversation with Pier Giovanni 
Castagnoli and the curator of the exhibition Elena Volpato 
on Friday 1st November at 5 pm - La Centrale Nuvola 
Lavazza.

The conversation is also an opportunity to present the book 
Maurizio Nannucci / This sense of openness / Correspondence, 
curated by Elena Volpato and published by FLAT & Zona 
Archives. A large selection of unpublished materials is 
printed in the volume: letters, postcards and telegrams 
received by the artist from the 1960s until today. These rare 
and precious materials illustrate a network of international 
relations within the art world as well as some of the most 
important ideas and projects of the last decades through 
Nannucci’s exchanges with artists such as Ed Ruscha, John 
Cage, John Baldessari, Giulio Paolini Alighiero Boetti, Hans 
Peter Feldmann, Eugen Gomringer, Yoko Ono, John Giorno, 
Ben Vautier, Dieter Roth, Maurizio Mochetti, Richard Long, 
Franco Vaccari, Ulises Carrión, Augusto de Campos, Robert 
Filliou, Ian Hamilton Finlay, Sol LeWitt, James Lee Byars, 
Lawrence Weiner, John Armleder, AA Bronson, Rirkrit 
Tiravanija, Maurizio Cattelan and Jonathan Monk.

The exhibition will be open, during the fair, from 1st to 3rd 
November 2019, at La Centrale Nuvola Lavazza, via Ancona 
11/a, Turin, Italy

To find opening times for the fair and exhibition visit: 
https://www.flatartbookfair.com/en

Live streaming of: The CODEX Effect and the Emergence 
of the “Third Stream” in the 21st Century
A conversation between artists, curators, scholars, and 
collectors, 18th & 19th October 2019 - The Grolier Club, 
New York, USA.
After the keynote address by Peter Koch, the first day 
presented a series of panel discussions on Collecting art in 
the form of books and why does it matter?  

Day two included a lovely talk about the new Jack Ginsberg 
Centre for Book Arts at The University of the Witwatersrand 
in Johannesburg. Artists’ talking about their books were: 
Didier Mutel, Clemens Tobias Lange, Veronika Schäpers 
and Russell Maret. The full programme can be viewed here:
https://www.codexfoundation.org/the-codex-effect/the-
codex-effect-program

Day 1 live stream: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=TbaFSCfNd-k

Day 2 live stream: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=tbvWRgp5g-4&feature=youtu.be
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From Sumi Perera: Sumi Perera has returned from an 
artist residency in Yinchuan China August-September, 
representing the Royal Society of Painter Printmakers and 
exhibited at Prism 11. INOAC Namiki-dori Gallery, Ginza 
Japan. 15th - 30th October 2019. She made many artists’ 
books installations - more information to follow in the next 
Newsletter.  She previously exhibited and sold her work 
at the DIALOGUE in Yinchuan in 2017, a Sino-Anglo 
Exhibition of printworks. More details can be seen on her 
Instagram page: https://www.instagram.com/sumi_perera/

She will also be exhibiting artists’ books & print installations 
in Japan, USA, London, Cumbria & Lincolnshire:
• All Stitched Up, Collins Memorial Library, University of 
Puget Sound, USA until 11th Dec 2019 (image below)

• Woolwich Contemporary Print Fair, Royal Arsenal, 
London, 7th - 10th November 2019
• London Group Open-Parts 1, Cello Factory, London, 20th 
- 29th November 2019
• Festival of Print, Arts Pavilion, 22nd November - 2nd 
December 2019 
• The Great Print Exhibition, Rheged Arts Centre, Cumbria.
• Ctrl/Shift, Gallery 20:21, Lincolnshire, 14th December 
2019 -29th February 2020

Di carta / Papermade 
4th International Biennale of Paper Works 
Le cose non necessarie fanno bello il mondo / 
Unnecessary things make the world beautiful 
Palazzo Fogazzaro, Schio, Italy
Until 9th February 2020
Curated and organised by Valeria Bertesina, 80 Italian 
and international artists from 4 continents showing 
prints, artists’ books, videos and site-specific installations. 
The guest of honour at this edition is Finland, with the 
participation of 15 important artists, co-curator for Finland: 
Seppo Salmi.

The title of the fourth edition of the Di Carta biennial is 
an invitation to reflect on the nature and role of beauty 

in human life and at the same time a tribute to Raul Meel 
on the occasion of the inauguration of the Meel archive in 
Palazzo Fogazzaro in Schio (which can be visited together 
with the exhibition) - the artist, was guest of honour in the 
second edition of the exhibition, and donated the archive of 
all his works to the Schio Civic Collection. The inspiration 
was taken from his  autobiography Observing wandering 
clouds (2011 -2013): “There are those who believe that 
the beauty of the world is futile, on the contrary, they are 
the unnecessary things that make the world beautiful”. 
Meel notes it in the margins of listening to birdsong. 
A “proliferation of surprising melodies, beauty and 
exaggeration!”

Palazzo Fogazzaro, via Pasini 44, Schio, Italy
https://dicartapapermade.wixsite.com/dicartapapermade
https://www.facebook.com/dicarta2

DROP DEAD GORGEOUS: Fine Bindings for La Prose du 
Transsibérien Re-creation
UCLA Special Collections Young Research Library
Los Angeles, California
Until 5th January 2020
The remarkable book by poet Blaise Cendrars and artist 
Sonia Delaunay, La Prose du Transsibérien et de la petite 
Jehanne de France, was produced by letterpress and pochoir 
in 1913. It was a landmark achievement for its time with its 
unprecedented format, avant-garde typography and abstract 
imagery, and remains vibrant and modern today.

Kitty Maryatt of Two Hands Press has been researching 
the production of La Prose du Transsibérien since 2012. 
In 2018, she debuted a new edition of 150 copies, which 
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faithfully incorporates techniques and methods used in the 
original. At the same time, Maryatt and her underwriters 
commissioned fine bindings by notable design binders from 
around the world. These bindings, along with Maryatt’s 
La Prose du Transsibérien Re-Creation, have resulted in a 
travelling exhibition titled DROP DEAD GORGEOUS: 
Fine Bindings of La Prose du Transsibérien Re-creation.

Opening at the UCLA Library Special Collections, the 
exhibition will feature the work of twenty-two design 
binders, including Don Glaister, Monique Lallier, Midori 
Kunikata-Cockram, and Patricia Owen. Tools, materials, 
and supplemental material used in the creation of 
Maryatt’s edition of La Prose will also be on display. The 
exhibition debuted at the San Francisco Center for the 
Book on September 6, 2019. Upon closing in Los Angeles 
in January 2020, the exhibition travels to Boston, London, 
Minneapolis, and Montréal.

Library Special Collections, A1713 Charles E. Young 
Research Library Los Angeles, CA 90095-1575, USA. 
https://www.library.ucla.edu

Observation & Imagination: Works on Paper
Concord Art, Concord, USA
Until 20th December 2019  

An exhibition curated by Clifford S. Ackley, Ruth and Carl 
Shapiro Curator of Prints and Drawings at the Museum of 
Fine Arts, Boston. 
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Jesseca Ferguson, interior detail, Mondphasen, 2018

Jesseca Ferguson, cover, Mondphasen, 2018

Jesseca Ferguson, cover, Cygnus, 2018



Jesseca Ferguson has cyanotypes and artists’ books in this 
exhibition. On Wednesday, 13th November at 6:30 pm, 
Clifford S. Ackley will give a talk, entitled A Personal View: 
Works in the Museum of Fine Arts Collection that resonate 
with works by artists in Observation & Imagination. 
An exhibition catalogue is available.

Concord Center for the Visual Arts 
37 Lexington Road, Concord MA 01742, USA. 
https://www.concordart.org/

A conversation between Marcelline Block and Miles Ladin
Saturday 2nd November, 4pm
The Java Project, Brooklyn, New York, USA
Marcelline Block is a New York City based educator, writer, 
editor, translator, as well as an art, film, and literary critic. 
She has edited several books in the World Film Locations 
series that explore how urban topography intersects with 
cinematic characters, plots, and narrative. Her writing has 
been translated into Italian, Korean, French, and Russian, 
among other languages. She previously interviewed 
Miles Ladin about his limited edition artist’s book 
Supermodels at the End of Time in the April 2007 edition 
of Art Decades magazine.

Miles Ladin is a photographic artist born, raised, and 
working in New York City. His work has been exhibited and 
published internationally. In 2009, the Wolfsonian Museum 
in Miami, Florida commissioned his solo exhibition titled 
Sun Stroke Stimulus. His 2016 limited edition artist’s book 
Supermodels at the End of Time was featured on the front 
page of The New York Times’ web edition and is included 
in the Museum of Modern Art/Franklin Furnace Artist 
Book Collection.

The Java Project, 252 Java Street
Brooklyn, New York, USA

Cally Trench is showing a collection of her artists’ books, 
including some made in collaboration with Philip Lee, at 
Wycombe Library, UK, 6th November - 17th December 
2019. http://www.callytrench.co.uk

Three Star Books, Paris celebrates the beginning of:
The End by Jonathan Monk

A new artist’s book in a limited edition of 24 unique 
numbered and signed copies.  

Jonathan Monk knows that in order to create decorative 
marble paper you have to mix oil paint and water, two 
incompatible elements. In this case the artist mixed 
handmade marble paper sheets (used by bookbinders to 
create end pages) with end (movie) credits.
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Paper marbling is a method of aqueous surface design, 
which can produce patterns similar to smooth marble or 
other kinds of stone. The technique was invented in Japan as 
early as the 10th century. Occidental bookbinders have been 
using marble papers as their favorite end pages material 
since the 16th century.
 
In bookbinding, end pages consist of double-size sheets 
folded, with one half glued against inside the covers, and the 
others serving as the first and last free page.
 
When Three Star Books challenged Jonathan Monk and 
asked him to think about a project using hand made marble 
papers, the artist quickly responded with a play on words as 
well as an indirect quote of Ed Ruscha’s numerous paintings 
and prints that carry the words “The End”. (Jonathan Monk 
frantically collects artists’ books by Ruscha)

In the volume created for Three Star Books, the title “The 
End”, composed with a typeface recalling an old movie, is 
screenprinted on the pages. The text scrolls down on the 
marbled paper along the twenty-four printed pages of the 
book mimicking the twenty four frames of one second of a 
movie end credits.
 
Of course, “The End” by Jonathan Monk at Three Star Books 
has no end pages.

Watch the making of The End: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=5jdhOgPpG4o&feature=youtu.be&mc_
cid=67119ce7c3&mc_eid=3e8c7b92fe

Format: 25 x 35 cm. Handmade marbled paper with 
screenprinted text. Japanese stab binding.  Embossed 
slipcase, 24 pages. Contact us for availability
http://threestarbooks.com

To You - An Intimate Reading Experience
Yiota Demetriou & Tom Abba
To You is a paper-based, heat and touch-sensitive book 
about love, loss, and grief; conceived, written and designed 
by multimedia artist, experience designer, and human 
scientist Dr Yiota Demetriou, and her co-conspirator 
Dr Tom Abba. 

The book presents an intimate reading experience, as its 
pages - that are full of poetic love letters written in prose - 
are covered in black ink, which at first glance makes them 
seem unreadable, until they are warmed by human touch. 

Since its launch, the book has attracted international press. 
It has been bought and is hosted by international galleries 

in Austria, Cyprus, and the UK; it was featured in curated 
exhibitions and has been purchased by private collectors 
across the globe (New Zealand, USA, Australia, France, 
Cyprus, UK, Greece), and international libraries for their 
rare book collections (Texas, Florida, Munich, Vienna). 
What’s more, it has recently won an award for the most 
subversive and innovative use of technology in design.  

Described as an object of devotion and a metaphor 
for relationships - expressing, manifesting and almost 
materialising the insecurity and vulnerabilities that 
come with love, loss, and grief. The intimate letters hiding 
inside the book only reveal themselves when the reader 
establishes an affectionate connection by touching its 
black-inked pages.

For more information on the book, how to order, and press 
coverage, go to: https://to-you.live/
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To You. Image by artist and author, Yiota Demetriou

To You. Image by George Margelis 2019

Artist Laura Kriefman experiencing To You.
Image by George Margelis 2019



Call For Artists for turn the page 2020

Rosie Sherwood: I am thrilled to announce that submissions 
are NOW being accepted for turn the page 2020, a two day 
artists’ book event held in the stunning glass Atrium of 
The Forum building in Norwich City Centre, UK, on Friday 
15th and Saturday 16th May 2019.

The only event of its type and calibre in the Eastern Region, 
the fair offers a unique platform for artists whose work is 
book based OR informed by the physical or conceptual 
properties of the book. 

A variety of exhibiting options are available including tables, 
plinths, wall or floor space and display cabinets and will 
showcase an eclectic mix of work including traditionally 
produced limited editions, zines, folio’s and multiples, 
sculptural or altered books and book based installation 
or film. A programme of associated activities will be 
running alongside the book art exhibitors punctuated by 
performances of poetry and storytelling.

turn the page accepts submissions from:
Individual Artists
Small/Fine Presses
Artists Groups

Send us your submission before New Years Eve! 
Deadline: Tuesday 31st December at midnight GMT. 
More information can be found at:
https://www.turnthepage.org.uk/submit

THE ARTFUL BOOK 2019 
LnS GALLERY, Miami, USA
2nd November 2019 - 4th January 2020

2nd November 2019, 6-9pm, Opening Reception
LnS GALLERY continues its Season of the Arts with 
THE ARTFUL BOOK 2019, a focus installation of artist-
made books by South Florida artists, celebrating the Miami 
Book Fair and recognising South Florida as a literary and 
cultural centre. THE ARTFUL BOOK 2019, organised by 
Barbara Young, Art Librarian/Curator and conceptualised 
by Mitchell Kaplan and local artist and literary dynamo 
Margarita Cano, will be on exhibit at LnS GALLERY, and 
is designed to align with the 2019 Miami Book Fair.

THE ARTFUL BOOK 2019 is comprised of art books by 
John William Bailly, Mario Bencomo, Margarita Cano, 
Pablo Cano, Martin Casuso, Rosemarie Chiarlone with 
poet Susan Weiner, lou anne colodny, Natalia Garcia-Lee, 
Maria A. Gonzalez, Pedro Hernandez, Robert Huff, Jeff 
Larson, Emilio Adán Martinez, Gary Moore, Barbara 

Neijna, Lydia Rubio, Donna Ruff, Claire Jeanine Satin, Carol 
Todaro, César Trasobares, Tony Vazquez-Figueroa, Tom 
Virgin, and Purvis Young.

LnS GALLERY, 2610 SW 28th Lane, Miami FL 33133, USA.  
https://lnsgallery.com

BookLove E-Course with Rachel Hazell
BookLove guides you through the process of producing 
unique book projects from concept to completion.

You’ll choose the paper, the words and the design, then bind 
your books, learning useful ideas at every stage.

With a wealth of exercises and instructions, concentrate on 
binding two utterly personal hardback projects and grow 
your repetoire of techniques.

Whether you’re just starting out or already making bookart, 
this course will unfold fresh ideas and stimulate new ways 
of working with a diverse art form. You’ll  connect with 
your fellow book lovers around the world as part of a private 
online community.

Your guide, Rachel Hazell has created this inspiring 
experience of exploration and discovery from twenty years 
of working as a book artist.

The next course will be in February 2020. £285 
https://www.thetravellingbookbinder.com/product/
booklove/

What Mothers Want 
Tamar Stone
This piece (in 3 volumes) 2014-19 was inspired by found 
objects that happen to mirror each other - a postcard title 
“An Inborn Habit” and an antique wood hand mirror. 
These images coincidentally reflect so much of women’s 
history, and how girls are brought up with preconceived 
ideas of womanhood.

The corset book is comprised of three individual corsets, 
each with its own book inside. The titles of each corset, 
“Features of Loveliness,” “The Mother Intent,” and “Form 
the Figure” were taken from advertisements for corsets 
found in early magazines 20th c. magazines.
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The titles of the smaller interior books, “The Mother 
Interest,” “Punctualities of Dress,” and “An Inborn Habit” 
take the reader on a journey of a girl’s growth – from 
maternity corsets for the mother, supports for an infant, 
and corsets for young girlhood and beyond – promising to 
“Train your daughters to a healthy and symmetrical body 
and mind” until “…existence becomes a delight….” 

Information regarding a girl’s growing body, from babyhood 
to motherhood was passed down through publications 
such as Womanhood; Hints and Helps for Young Women 
(1895), and Health – beauty – sexuality – from girlhood 
to womanhood… (1904), in addition to the various 
advertisements extolling the virtues of various support 
garments for all ages.

From the Greek mythologies to today’s episodes on the 
Lifetime Channel, mother-daughter relationships have 
been fraught with controversies. Although the mother was 
expected to pass down the rules of the day of deportment 
to her daughter, it was more complicated than that, as 
women were told, … how complex the relation is between 
the mother and the daughter: for the mother, the daughter 
is both her double and another, the mother cherishes her 
and at the same time is hostile to her; she imposes her own 
destiny on her child: it is a way to proudly claim her own 
femininity and also to take revenge on it.

As girls were growing and trying to figure out their place 
in the world, they were being informed that “Neatness 
in person, as in dress, is natural to a woman… like 
all other habits, it becomes, in time, agreeable to the 
person who practices it, but the first training into it, is a 
painful struggle.” Female images throughout this piece 
include portraits of girls with their sisters and mothers, 
both informal, and formal. Little girls posing with dolls, 
mimicking future poses of the girl grown into a mother 
herself, as well as images taken from corset catalogues 
for children. 

Find out more at: 
http://tamarstone.com/What_Mothers_Want.html
See a video of all 3 books at: https://vimeo.com/362684393

Upcoming courses at the London Centre for Book Arts:

Introduction to Bookbinding 4: Round-back Case Binding 
with Kate Rochester
Saturday 9th November 2019, 10am–5pm

Introduction to Letterpress Printing 1 with Alex Cooper
Sunday 10th November 2019, 11am – 5pm

Introduction to Foil Blocking with Simon Goode
Saturday 16th November 2019, 3pm-5pm

Introduction to Risograph Printing with Esther McManus
Saturday 16th November 2019, 11am - 1pm

Introduction to Bookbinding 1: Pamphlets, Stab Bindings & 
Concertinas with Kate Rochester
Saturday 7th December 2019, 10am–5pm

London Centre for Book Arts
Britannia Works, 56 Dace Road 
Fish Island / Hackney Wick, London E3 2NQ, UK
View all upcoming classes at: 
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/o/london-centre-for-book-
arts-2714163072
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UWE Bristol Exhibitions are within Bower Ashton 
Library. Please check opening hours before travelling 
during vacation periods and bank holidays. 
http://www1.uwe.ac.uk/library/visitingthelibrary/
openingtimes/bowerashton.aspx  
Tel: 0117 3284750 (library main desk) 

NEXT DEADLINE: 18TH NOVEMBER FOR THE 
DECEMBER 2019 - JANUARY 2020 NEWSLETTER

If you have news, please email items for the BAN to: 
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk  Please supply any images as 
good quality RGB jpegs (200 dpi) at 8.5 cm across.
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk  |  Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk

For up to date / last minute news…
follow Sarah on Twitter:
https://twitter.com/SarahBodman


